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641 Four-Lane
Portion To Be
Opened Monday

Carter Bids
Farewell
WASHINGTON (API -- A somber
President Carter, looking ahead to life
as a "fellow citizen of the world," is
pledging to spend his waning days in office trying to bring the American
hostages home from Iran and is vowing
to support Ronald Reagan "to the very
limits of conscience and conviction."
In a nationally broadcast farewell address Wednesday night, Carter said
three critical tasks will outlive his
presidency: preventing nuclear
holocaust, promoting human rights
around the world and protecting the environment.
He never mentioned the economy,
one of the key issues that made him a
one-term president, and spoke only
briefly of the American hostages whose
captivity in Iran haunted his last year
in the White House.
"I will continue as I have during the
past 14 months to work hard and to pray
for the lives and the well-being of the
American hostages in Iran," Carter
said. "I can't predict yet what will happen, but I hope you will join me in my
constant prayer for their freedom."
Seated in front of his desk in the Oval
Office, Carter did not mention Reagan
by name. But he said he understood as
few others can how formidable is the
task the president-elect is about to
undertake."
"To the very limits of conscience and
conviction, I pledge to support him in
that task," Carter said. "I wish him
success and Godspeed."

Department
Kentucky
of
Transportation Secretary Frank Metts
and several local officials will open the
new. four-lane section of U.S. 641
between Murray and Benton to traffic
in a formal ceremony Monday, Jan. 19,
a DOT spokesman said today.
Following the ceremony, which will
begin at noon at the Calloway-Marshall
County boundary line, traffic will be
permitted on the 11-mile stretch of
highway for the first time since in four
years.
Work on the $15 million project began
in March 1977. The new four-laning connects four-lane sections already in use
north of Murray (just south of Almo

Erwin said the program will definitely get underway next week and will
begin Monday if supplies arrive in time.
The local health department will be
coordinating the bird moving activities.
Equipment and fireworks will be furnished by the state Department of
Agriculture, which will also provide
personnel to assist in the operation.

STORY HOURS RESUME — Two-week-old baby goats, owned by Suzanne Johnson, were popular guests at Wednesday's pre-school story hour, Weld at the Calloway County Library Annex. The story hours resumed its schedules
Wednesday. The children were allowed to pet and to feed the goats during the hour. A story and film on twin
goats also was featured during the hour.

The project will generate "quite a
bit" of noise, Erwin said, adding that
"the first night, possibly. the second,'
birds should be expected all over town
as they search for a new roost."
Erwin said representatives of both
the U. S. Department of Fish and
Wildlife and the state Department of
Agriculture have recommended that attempts be made to scare the birds from
the roost, which is adjacent to Murray
High School and a residential area.
Bob Fisher, of the Fish and Wildlife
office in Jackson, Tenn., visited the site
last Friday and "gave verbal approval
to anything we determined to do," Erwin said. Fisher scaled down the
previous estimate of possibly a million
birds in the roost to approximately
270,000 to 300,000 birds.
The Fish and Wildlife official said the

roost contains about 60 percent
blackbirds with other varieties,
predominately starlings, filling out the
remainder'.
Both West and Colburn Gail, of the
division of pest and noxious weed control of the state agriculture department, said if the scare tactics do not
work, chemical eradication may be
necessary.
The local officials said three propane
cannons,set to fire automatically every
15-20 seconds, would be stationed in the
wooded area that is serving as a roost
and that about 10 individuals will fire
hand launchers into and around the
area.
The explosions will begin when the
first birds are sighted about 4 p.m. and
will continue until dark.
"The object is to scare them off

before they get to the roost," Erwin
said. "We hope within three nights we
cart relocate them to another area."
"For safety reasons,we ask everyone
to avoid the area during this time
period," Erwin stressed. "We do not
need any spectators and especially
don't want individuals bringing their
own fireworks or shotguns along to try
to help us."
City ,police and county sheriff's
department personnel Will be on nad to
help seal off the area. The roost is
primarily along Doran Road and extends to Johnny Robertson Road.
Erwin said that the roost site will be
tested for histoplamosis, a respiratory
disease that is caused by a fungus that
grows in dried bird droppings.
"If action is indicated," Erwin said,
the site will be decontaminated during
the summer months.

After Record Number Files For Funds

State Cuts Off Assistance Applications
State officials cut off energy
assistance applications this morning
after a record 32,766 persons filed for
funds to help with their winter heating.
A spokesman for the Department for
- Human Resources said all branches
around Kentucky were closed at 10 a.m.
This was done after the agency
figured that each additional hour of
staying open to accept applications —
most of which are approved — would
cost $1 million.
As of Wednesday, a total of 76,662
families had applied for aid.
Diane Wilson, senior eligiblity
worker with the local office of the
Department for Human Resources,
Bureau for Social Insurance, said that
the office had taken 256 applications
Wednesday and 30 this morning before
the cut-off time. The local office processed 185 applications last week.
Earlier, officials calculated that if
Kentuckians kept up their pace in ap-

plying for the energy assistance, the
federal money available might run out
by Friday.
There were 45,000 requests in the first
two days of the program last week. The
crush was so great that the state took a
breather and resumed Wednesday.
About $24 million has been allocated
by the federal government to this state
for heating costs to lower-income
families.
Sharon Perry, a Bureau of Social Insurance official in the state Department for Human Resources, said the
number of applicants was something of
a surprise.
But she said preparationS had been
made for a great inflow, and thus more
than 130 the branches in the state were
able to accept all applications on the
two active days last week.
The count for Wednesday will be
known' Thursday, and Ms. Perry
estimated it would be in the 20,000
range.

Dan Miller Files For
Fourth District Magistrate

Dan Hiller

R.R. Dawson Bridge Construction,
Bloomfield, and Jim Smith Contractors, Grand Rivers, have widened the
two-lane road into four lanes.
An earlier projection on the &ampletion date of the project was June 1.
Work remaining on the project ineludes painting lane stripes, paving a
75-foot gap between the new section of
road and the present highway leading
into Benton, erecting routine traffic
signs and installing traffic light
flashers at the Kentucky 80 intersection.

'Flu Bug' Doesn't Hit
Hard In Local Districts

Efforts To Move Bird Roost To Start Monday
Local and state officials have set
Monday, Jan. 19, as the tentative date
to begin an effort to move a bird roost
on Doran Road, according to Jim Erwin, administrator of the Calloway
County Health Department.
"Bird bombs," a type of aerial
fireworks, and propane "cannons" will
be fired from approximately 4 p.m. until dark over a three-day period in the
effort to frighten the birds from the
roost.

Heights( and extends to just south of
the Benton city limits.

Dan Miller, Route 1, Murray, has filed for magistrate in the fourth district
of Calloway County.
Miller, a farmer and auctioneer, i,s a
graduate of I.ynn Grove High School. "I
feel my being self employed would better enable me to represent the people in
the fourth district," Miller said.
The son of the late Burie and Ethel
Miller, Miller is married to the former
Jean Seay of Graves County, and they
are the parents of three daughters --Dana Beane, Sheri Paschall and Sandy
Miller. He and his family attend the
Salem Baptist Church where he serfs
as deacon and Sunday School director.

Two more such days and there will
not be any funds left.
Ms. Perry said payments under the
Home Energy Assistance Program
range from only $15 to a maximum of
$350, with the average needy family expected to receive $250.
The top amount would go to families
with lowest incomes who pay all of their
heating bills and use the most expensive fuels, which federal regulations
specify as kerosene and oil.
The minimal aid would go to families
with income not so low who pay only
part of their heating bills — such as in
housing proOcts — and use natural gas
or electricity.
Ms. Perry said Kentucky asked for a
waiver on the fuel expense rule on the
ground that the situation elsewhere in
the nation does not necessarily reflect
the trends in this state.
. "There is a variation of as much as
100 percent in prices of different
heating fuels in Kentucky," she said,
adding that the waiver request was rejected.
Ms. Perry attributed the crush of applicants partly to publicity generated

Dark Fire-Cured
Tobacco Sales To
Begin Monday
Dark fire-cured tobacco sales will
begin Monday, Jan. 19, in Murray, according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark-Fired
Tobacco Growers Association.
"Deliveries have been light," Ellis
said. "Because of the cold weather,
much of the tobacco is still hanging in
barns." He indicated that the frequency
of future sales will depend on the
weather.
The sale will begin at Growers Loose
Leaf Floor at 9 a.m. A sale will be held
in Mayfield on Tuesday, Jan M.

OCCT

about the program through various
civic and church approaches.
• "It also happened to be especially
cold on the opening days for applications," she said.
The great majority of applications for
energy aid will be approved, Ms. Perry
said, with those first in line due to
receive their checks shortly and a
waiting time of up to three times for the
_ ,
later applicants.
Despite the crush, no applicant has
- been turned away,she said.
"If they were in line atchiStrigtIrnE,
we stayed open late and took their requests,- Ms. Perry said.
The federal government spent about
$29 million last year for energy aid in
Kentucky, but $6 million was not ad-,
ministered by Human Resources
employees. That portion went directly
to persons already on the welfare rolls.

Although the "flu bug" has hit hard at
other schools in the state, the Murray
Independent and Calloway . County
School Systems do not show great
numbers of students absent because of
the virus.
Willie Jackson, director of pupil personnel for the city school system, said
that the elementary schools, Carter and
Robertson, have recorded higher
absences than have the middle and high
schools.
"We have not experienced high
numbers of absences up to this point,"
Jackson said. A little more than 10 percent of the students in the system were
absent Monday, he reported. "That is
some more than normal," Jackson
said. "This time of year we usually
have between 7 to 8 percent absent."
He said that Tuesday's systemwide
absentee rate was 8.7 percent, back up
to 10.5 percent Wednesday, and he expected a rate of about 11 percent today.

Harvey Ellis, 1110 Fairlane Drive,
senior vice president of the Peoples
Bank announced today his plans to file
for the office State Representative for
the 5th House District which includes
Calloway and a portion of Trigg County.
Prior to entering banking, Ellis
taught vocational agriculture at
Kirksd High School and served as
County Extension Agent of Webster
County, Dixon, Ky.
Ellis, a native of Calloway County, is
married to the former Martha Nell
Stark, a former elementary education
teacher in Calloway County. They have

Harvey Ellis

The Murray State University Racers will face Ohio %'alley Conference
rival Western Kentucky University tonight in Racer Arena. For complete
detail on the conference matchup.see Page 8 of today's sports section.
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"I don't think the flu is bothering us
as much as it is some other districts in
the state," said Charlie Lassiter, director of pupil personnel for the county
schools. "We have a few cases, of
course, but I don't see any real increase
in the number of absences reported this
year than at this time in other years."
Lassiter said that only 4 percent of
the students were absent at Southwest
Elementary School today, while 7 percent were absent at North Elementary
A tentative systemwide count had nut
been compiled for today as yet.
He said school personnel have urged
students to see a doctor as soon as they
have a fevet-and he speculatelftt this
has perhaps cut down on lingering illnesses.

Harvey Ellis Planning
To File For House Seat

inside today

today's index

"We don't consider it to be a threat at
this point," Jackson said. -However,
. we will continue to monitor the situation."

mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy tonight and Friday. Lows tonight in the low 20s
Highs Friday- in the upper 20s. •
Dry and cold conditions are expected Saturday and Sunday with
a warming trend Monday. Highs
Saturday and Sunday will be in
the 30s, with highs Monday in the
411.
Lake Levels .
354.91
Lake Barkley
354.90
Kentucky Lake

one daughter, Vickie E. Shell, a-professor at Murray State University,-and
one grandchild, Brian Shell,
will devote full time to the office
and will endeavor to represent all people of the district with sincerity, dignity, and fairness," Ellis said.
Ellis graduated from Hazel High
School, attended Murray State University, and graduated from the University
of Kentucky, College of Agriculture.-He
is and has been active in many civic,
community,and church activities.

Preliminary Tests
On Clarks River
Fish Kill Inconclusive
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Preliminary
tests of the East Fork of'Abe Clarks
River in west Kentucky are incomplete
and inconclusive, according to officials
of the Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Department.
However, department officials
believe the toxic agerit responsible for a
fish kill in the river is not a threat to the
Paducah water supply.
Thousands of dead fish have been
found in the river since the problem
was discovered in late December.
Samples of water and sediment have
been taken by Recra Laboratories of
Nashville under a contract with the
federal Environmental Protection
Agency.
Further tests on water and fish
samples will be conducted, a communication spokesman at the Department for Natural Resources and En
virdhmental Protection office said today.
The spokesman would not comment
on any details concerning the
preliminary test results..

Hospital Board To
Hold Meeting Today
The
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board will hold its regular
monthly meeting at 5:30 p.m today in
the hospital board room, according to
Stuart Poston, administrator.
Items on the agenda include annual
application for staff privileges, consideration of equipment purchases and
economic affects on 'the hospital,
Poston said.
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Twin I.akers (;ootl S(Im-

Chapter Plans Meet; Burkett Is President
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vel;ucle Chapter
of West Kentucky will meet
Saturday. Jan 17, at 6 p.m at
the community room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Rank
A supper of homemade
vegetable soup and desserts
ill be served with Harold and
Ruth Eversmeyer as wagonmasters and-Jack and Betty
W a ga r as assistants.
iro‘er Burkett was elected
as ar()sident of the chapter for
1981 at the December dinner
mecting held at the fellowship
hall of the Memorial Baptist
Church.
-Elected au - vice president
u as i1t1\ Cunningham and as

MOVIES
IN MUM

041. 9:O
Ends Tonde•
Somewhere In Time PG)
Shirts Tomorrow

Thru Thur. Jan. 29
05.9:05

2:00 Sat.,Sun

7:00,9:10"t 2i00Sat.,Sun.
(.11111
Rut ((flit FIVIOR

Tlini Thur. Jae. 29
7•15,9-30-4-2.00Sat ,Sun.
Clint aydo & Ms An. Sick

Chestnut St •753-3314

secretary-treasurer
54 aN
Frances Wilkerson.
Nix Crawford reported on
the participation of the club in
the annual. Rotary Club
Christmas parade on pet), 6.
Campers pulling their rigs in
the parade were Nix and
Margery Crawford. Bill and
N orette Hill. C W ., Dortha,
and Yvonne Jones, T. G. and
Estelle Shelton, Grover and
Doris Burkett, Fred and Martha Butterworth, Hugh and
Larue Wallace, Jijiiiii

Sharon. and Ginger Graham,
Rudolph and Opal Howard, B.
C. and Orpha Grogan, and
Tom and Helen Hogancamp.
A special program of music
was presented by guests
Milton Gresham, Rub Lough,
and Ann tough
at the holiday dinner meeting. The
Gresham and tough families
were also guests of the
chapter for the dinner.
Harry and Betty Cartwright
were wagonmasters for
December, assisted by J. B.

and Jo Burkeen, A. A Doherty,and Myrtle Jordan.
Cartwright directed the gift
exchange and presented a
special dour prize of one of his
paintings which was won by
Martha Butterworth.
Present for the dinner were
the Burkeens, Cartwrights,
Doherty, Jordan, Howards,
Burketts,
Crawfords,
Cunninghams,
Sheltons,
Wallaces, Butterworths, Hills,
Jones, Grahams, Grogans,
Wagars, Mickey Hill, Ned and

•-.-3.Couple Married For 40 Years

Beth Wilson, Andy, Linda,
Greg, and Lori Rogers, Gayle,
Angel, and Melissa Adams,
and Joe, Frances, Mark, and
Amy Wilkerson.
Members unable to attend
were Charlie Adams, John
and Joan Bowker, Harold and
Ruth Eversmeyer, Jimmy
and Marilyn Herndon, Tom
and Helen Hogancamp, Lloyd
and Faye Jacks, Dan and
Carol Kelly, and Hunter and
Winnie Love.

Scientists Studv-

Risk Of Tampons Regarding Toxic Shock
MINNEAPOLIS I AP) New research has clearly
linked a greater risk of toxic
shock syndrome to the use of
super-absorbent tampons, but
scientists don't know why
those tampons are at fault and
still are reluctant to warn
women off particular products.
"The risk of toxic shock is
present, regardless of whether
sorneone uses tampons or
not," said Dr. Michael
Osterholm, who. directed a
study by three Midwestern
health departments. The
results were released
Tuesday.
"We're not yet in a position
to tell anyone to usa'or not to
use tampons or super'
absorbent tampons Women
can assess the data and decide
for themselves. It should be an
individual choice at this
time," Osterholm said.
Since 1978, when toxic shock
was given its name, the
disease has affected 818
people - mostly women
younger than 30, but also some
men and children - and 69
women have died. Symptoms
include fever, diarrhea,
vomiting, a drop in blood
pressure and a sunburnlike
rash.
The study found that menstruating women who use the
so-called super absorbent
tampons, which contain synthetic fibers and chemical
compounds not found in 'the
older, 100 percent cotton,tampans, stand a much greater
risk of contracting toxic shock
than women who use less absorbent tampons - or no tampons at all.

tarts omorrow
7:00.9:10 4- 2:00 Sat., Sun.

Osterholin said the study,
boxymethylcellulose, a cominvolving 240 women from
pound in all the superMinnesota. Wisconsin and
absorbent tampons. Scientists
Iowa, produced these finthought it might nourish the
dings:
Staphylococcus aureus bac-.Women who use tampons
terium known to cause TSS,or
of any kind stand a 17 times
that it might irritate the
greater chance of falling prey
vaginal lining and allow bacto toxic shock than women
who use some other protection
during menstruation.
-Women who use superabsorbent tampons exclusively are 30 times more
likely to contract TSS than
women who use no tampons.
-There is "no evidence that
Mr. and Mrs. John Mcany chemical composition of Cuiston of Route 2, Puryear,
any of the tampons was Tenn., were surprised on
related to the occurrence of Saturday, Dec. 20, on their
toxic shock."
49th wedding anniversary
The study could not deter- when they received a beautiful
mine just why super- floral arrangement from -their
absorbent tampons seemed children and families.
more likely to bring on TSS.
On Sunday, Dec. 21, they all
Previous theories about TSS gathered at the McCuiston
have centered on the new tam- home for a holiday dinner and
pons' efficiency - that they so gift exchange.
effettively block menstrual
Those attending were Mr.
fluid that it backs up into the and Mrs. Futtrel Barbara)
body through the Fallopian Aldridge and sons, Greg and
tubes and, if infected, spreads Randy, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
bacteria into the bloodstream
-or on their new ingredients.
Chief suspect in the latter
theory
car is

teria into the blood that way.
But Osterholm, chief of
acute disease epidemiology at
the Minnesota health department, said the study had ruled
out carboxymethylcellulose as
-a culprit.

McCuistons Honored
On 49th Anniversary
( Brenda) Kennedy and son.
John, and daughter,,Zina, and
her husband, George, unable
to attend, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
(Joan) Gardner and sons,
Shannon and Shawn, Mr. and
Mrs. Cordie I Jean) McDougal
and son, Allen, and daughter,
Belinda, and Mr. and Mrs.
John Michael McCuiston and
son, Neil.

PHOENIX, Ariz. I AP)- A tioneers called "the definitive
Santa Ana, Calif., auto psychedelic paint- job," was
wholesaler has paid $50,000 at the featured item during a
auction for the brightly threeday classic car auction in
painted 1956 Bentley S-1 used Phoenix.
by the late John Lennon durThe car was officially owned
ing the Beatles' heyday.
by the Beatles' Apple Corp.,
Ron
Morgan,
49, said he ex- but Lennon, who was shot to
PARIS PATIENT :Dismissed recently from the pected to pay 1200,000 Sunday death Dec. 8, treated it as his
Henry County Hospital -Paris. for the car, but instead "only personal vehicle from 1966 unTenn., was Carolyn Weather- had to cough up 50 grand." til 1968 when it was traded for
The car, sporting what auc- a yacht.
ford of Buchanan, Tenn.
'TERRY SLEDD
IS HOSPITALIZED
Terry Joe Sledd, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Sledd of Murray,
remains a patient in Room
523, - Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, Ky. He was injured
A community wide shower for Debbie Chadwick and her
in an automobile accident on
two sons, Jason, 4, and Justin, 2. whose home was destroyed
Dec. 19 as he was coming to
by fire on Dec. 30, will be held Saturday. Jan. 17, from 2 to 4
Murray for the holidays from
p.m. at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Eastern Kentucky -University,
The public is invited to attend. The children wear size 2 and
Richmond, Where he is a stu4 toddler clothes, a spokesman said.
dent. He will be hospitalized
for several weeks and persons
may send him cards or letters
to the above address. He is a
1980 graduate of Calloway
County High School.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robert Earl, Kendall of
Puryear, Tenn., has been
dismissed .from the Henry
County Hospital, Paris,Tenn.

Shower Planned Saturday
For The Chadwick Family

Danny Futrell Named
National Dean's List

INVENTORY CLEARANCE
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ON...
SAVE
Sportswear,
ladies Coats, Corduroy Jeans
Tops, Blouses &
SAVE
Sportswear
Children's Coats 8.

50%

ON...
SAVE
Sweaters and
Mens Shirts,
Dress Slacks!
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Worn
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Mr. and Mrs. :1111ton Jones
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Jo Burkeen. Local Scene Editor

tions, Inc., Northbrook,Ill.
Futrell is a student in the
College of Medicine at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington. He is i graduate of
Calloway County High School.

Community Chorus TO
Practice At. Library'
The Community Chorus, formed in the fall of 1900, will
resume its regular practice schedule on Monday, Jan. 19, at
7:30 p.m. in the meeting of the Calloway County Public
Library.
Dr. Irma Collins is the director of the chorus composed of
58 members who has presented several concerts and carroted over the holidays at various community functions.
"The group is to be a permanent organization and hopes to
grow in membership and establish a repertoire of music for
different occasions," Dr. Collins said. Suzanne Johnson,
assisted by Pam Matlick, are the piano accompanists and
other intrumentalists are used at various times.
The group meets on a weekly basis and the membership is
open to any person who would like to sing for the pleasure of
participating and performing for their own enjoyment as
well as the audience's.
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Save 40%
ja, To 70%
Entire Stock of
Fall and Winter
Name Brands
Sportswear

Coats

Solid and Plaid Shirts
Reg. 15.99
5.99

Quilted Jackets

Fancy Holiday
Blouses

Storm Coats

Fashion Sweaters
Reg. 19.99
6.99
Fashion Skirts
Reg. 19.99

8.99

Fashion Pants
Reg. 15.99 to 1999.

29.99

Reg to 45 99

Reg to 69 99

Reg. 15.99 tb 19 99 5.99

6.99

Misses and Junior
Famous Name Mix
and Match
Sportswear
Reg. to 29.99
8.99

39.99

Wool and Wool Blend
Coats
Reg to 119 99
49.99
Leather Blazers and
Jackets
Reg. 119.99
69.99
Full-Length
Coats
Reg. 169.99

Leather

Nylon Gowns

Reg. to 19.99

Req 9 99

6.99

3.99

Blazer Sale!

Brushed Gowns

Reg. up to 39.99
14.99
Reg. up to 60.00 25.99
Reg. up to 100 00 29.99

Reg 9 99

19.99

79.99

Lingerie

Jeans

Designer Jeans

The ShoWcase

Down

By Er

Reg 36 99
We ore pleased to announce that Anita Underhill, bride-elect of
Ricky Smith, has selected
her chino, crystal, and
stainless from our complete bridal registry.
Anita and Ricky Will be
married Feb. 6th.

Mr. ant
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A daughter, Mrs. Roy Thirzal Hall and daughters,
Janice, Cindy, and Rhonda,
were unable togttend.

Dealer Pays Large Amount
For Old Car, John Lennon

Danny Futrell of Murray
has been named to be included
in the third annual edition of
The National Dean's List, a
recognition.publication honoring college students; published
by Educational Communica-

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones
of Murray are today observing
their 40th wedding anniversary. No special celebration is
planned.
The couple was married on
this date in 1941 at South
Fulton, Tenn., with Ambie
Ross and John Gibson as their
attendants.
Mrs. Jones is the former Inez Myers, daughter of C.
Myers and Ella Mae Lindse:,
Myers, and Mr. Jones is the
son of Mrs. Verna Jones and
the late Tom Jones, all of West
Paducah.
The Murray couple has been
residing here since June 1957
when Mr. Jones opened the
firm, Jones Iron and Metal.
Mrs. Jones operated a dress
shop, Campus Casual on North
15th Street, until 1974. They
are members of the First
United Methodist Church.
They have two sons, Ronald
E. Jones of Somerset and
Jackie Wayne Jones of Murray; and two grandchildren,
Jerry Wayne Jones and Jennifer Kay Jones, both of Murray.

4.99

Better Gowns and
Coats
Reg to 13.99
5.99
Panties

Sale! Junior and
Misses Famous
Name Sportswear
Reg to 70.00 50% Off

Dresses

Handbags

Dress Sale! Fall
and Winter Dresses!

Handbags
Reg 15.99 3.99 to 5.99

Reg to 35 99

Reg 1.25 ea

4 pr. for 3.00

7.00 to 9.00 to 11.00

Central °enter, Murray 10-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun.

o
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Wilson And Turner Wedding Planned

The wedding of Miss Shelia
Ann Phillips, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Phillips of
Hazel, and Donald Wayne
Wilson, sop of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Wilson of Murray, will
be suleuuuzed on Saturday,
Jan. 17, at 6:30 p Ill. -at the
South Pleasant
United
Methodist church. .
The Rev, Dr. Paul Blankenship will officiate at the double
nag ceremony. A proglram of
nuptial music
will be
;.resented by Angela Manning,
. ,tanist, and Janey Kelso arid
, arry Joseph, vocalists.
Miss. ,Phillips has chosen
Irs. Carol Rogers as her
inatron of honor. Her
bridesmaids will be Miss
Trish Phillips, her sister, and
'vliss kiln Erwin.
Terry, Rogers will serve as
rest man for Mr. Wilson.
Groomsmen will be Ronnie
brother.,il the gr00111-

Vows To Be Read At
Woman's Club House
On Friday, Feb. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ryan Wilson
of Murray Route 5 announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Monty, to
Ricky Turner, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Turner of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1980 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bub
Garland and of Mrs. Edna Wilson
and the late Chesley Wilson.
The groom-elect, a 1979 graduate
of Calloway County High School, is
employed at Kroger. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. John
Gadberry and of Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Turner, and is the great
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Crittendon, all of Murray.
The wedding will take place on
Friday, Feb. 20, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House. Ed
Davis will officiate. A reception will
follow the ceremony.
No invitations will be sent, and all
friends and relatives are invited to
attend.

Miss Monty Wilson And Ricky Turner

Down Concord Way—

Family Dinners Are Held In The Area

....

elect, and Skip Phillips.
'brother of the bride-elect.
The ushers will be Steve
Phillips, brother of the brideelect, and Steve Rogers. Bobby Washer.and Jay Phillips,
nephews iA the -bride-elect,
will be the ringbearers.
The guest register will be attended by Mrs. Vieki Washer,
sister of the bride-elect, and
Mrs. RIIII Phillips, sister-in
law of the bride-elect.
Mrs. Clarkie Butterworth
will direct the wedding.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church
with Miss Tatruny lAwke and
Miss Ginny Lou 1,ocke,
cousins of the groom-elect,
Mrs. Suzanne Wilson, aunt of
the groom-elect, Mrs. Mary
Moore Nesbitt, and Mrs. Nancy Overbey serving the
guests.
Distributing the rice bags

will be Miss liana Washer,
niece of the bride-elect.
Mrs. Marilyn Erwin will
direct the reception.

All relatives and friends at
the bridal couple are invited t.
attend the wedding and th
reeepthin

PARIS PATIENT
luta 0. Hutson of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Henry County Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.

PATIENT AT PARIS
Recently dismissed from
the Henry County Hospital.
Parts, Tenn,. was Bernice
Kieft of Buchanan, Tenn.

Security Federal
Savings And Loan
Association

Mr, Mrs. Peeler
Married 50 Years
•

By Estelle Spiceland
Dec. 31, 1980
Another Christmas season
has passed with its joys and
feasting, but also with its profound sadness and depression
for others.
Blessings on those who by
word or deed brought a bit of
sunshine into lonely lives.
Mt. Cannel Carolers made
the stars shine brighter as
they stood on lawns and sang.
Poplar Spring's choir also
visited homes and sang.
Every card and remembrance was appreciated.
A former Concorder, now a
member of the First United
Methodist Church of Murray,
Charles Rains, sat an excellent example by visiting old
acquaintances as yours truly,
before the holidays. Much better than waiting and visiting
at a funeral parlor.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Chris Williams, university students, who were married
Dec. 28 at Memorial Baptist

Miss Sheila Phillips Gives Plans
For Wedding To Donald W. Wilson

Church by the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White.
Chris' mother, Mary Ann
Bonner Williams, is a sister of
Max Bonner of Bonner's
Grocery near Panorama.
Newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs.
Randy McClure, with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Holzschuh, spent the
after Christmas holidays in
San Antonio, Texas, visiting
her brother who is in the Air
Force there.
Regardless of high gas
prices, people travelled. Many
came from other states to visit
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice
Wisehart's daughter and husband came from Oklahoma.
The other daughter came
from Clay, Ky.
Mrs. Sally Spiceland, 88,
had all of her seven children
with family mernbers at her
home for Christmas dinner.
Otis Lovins, after a reunion
at his lone home, went by
airplane to Colorado Springs

where he was to attend at a
church of 500 a nativity scene
with his twin grandchildren
acting as Joseph and Mary
with a borrowed baby in tM
manger.
Clyde Spieeland's home was
open for days to children and
grandchildren from Michigan,
Illinois, Alabama, and Tennessee.
But a sister, Mrs. Christine
Spiceland Dawson, was
absent. She had been a patient
in a Paducah hospital since
September.
Mrs. Dawson
died Jan. 51.
All with vacant chairs can
sympathize with hostage
families. Lonliness can be
alleviated by reading the
oldest book in the Bible. Job.
I think it will help me to take
a trip, just across the yard to
sit again on the porch of the
house riwe came to live in 40
years ago, and look out over a
changed Concord, from which
most of the former inhabitants, including my hus-

band, have gone, as have
neighbors, Kelley and Mary
Smith and others.
Acrogs the road is the.white"
cottage my youngest brother
left to go to Okinawa, while his
wife, Berlene Lovins, went to
work in an airplane factory in
Detroit, Mich.
Later we watched threeLittle McClure bays grow up in
that house where the Lee Finneys live when he is not
hospitalized.
The James Pattersons are
my watch dogs in the brick
house.
As a new year begins, we
wonder what it holds.
Instead of drink or drugs to
make us brave for life, we
need to rely on the One whose
birthday is celebrated yearly,
and when sorrows come,
Psalms 27:14 is recommended:
"Wait on the Lord. Be of
good courage, and He will
strengthen thy heart. Wait, I
say, on the Lordi:

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Phone: 759-1234

Mr. And Mrs. Kelzie Peeler of Dexter Route I will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on Friday, Jan:16. No reception is planned due to the health of the couple.
They were married on Jan. 16. 1931, in Almo with Squire
Lee Barnett officiating. The*.attendants were Mr. ad Mrs.
Euin Spraggs and Crawford Barnett.
' Mrs. Peeler, the former Lucille Hill, is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Gid Hill: Mr. Peeler,.a retired capenter, is
the son ofthe late Mr. andflittS. Freeman Peeler.
They have one daughter. Mrs. Henry l,ovellel Oglesby,
Jr.. of Almo,.and two sons., Lelzind Peeler and Charles
Peeler, both of Murray.
Their six grandchildren are Mrs. Pam Oglesby Hall, Randy Peeler,'Regina Peeler. Mark Peeler, Phillip Peeler, and
Rerna Peeler. A great grandchild is Tisha Peeler.
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BLOUSES
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Regular 19.00 to 74.00 Values

it's like having Christmas all over
again! 14, 1.3, and 1/2 off
throughout the store. There will
never be a better time to save on
blouses, skirts, blazers, jeans,
lingerie, shirts, and much more.
-file savings are tremendous'

Come in today while the selection's great — youll love our great
after Christmas sale. It's going on
now at Littleton's.
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Thursday, Jan. 15
Xi Alpha 1.)elta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will niert at
7 30 p.m. at the Ellis Center
'Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.

,

Murray Women of the
Moose will have a business
meeting at 8 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club
fur this month has been
cancelled.

1

Second Honeymoon DiscussectIn Book

Coming Community Events- Are Listed
Thursday,Jas. 15 .
Knights of Columbus will
meet at 7:30 pin.in the ParLsh
Center of St. Laos Catholic
Church.
Murray Ovitan Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant Members note the
early time due to the Murray
State basketball game
Events at new Murray State
Student Center will include
cartoons 1 30 p.m. and performance by comedy team of Dr
Robert McGaughey. and Dr
Robert Valentine at 6 pm Admission is free.

Murray. State University
Lady Racers will play at 5:15
Harold R. Morin, nusp.m. and the Men's team will sionary to Bangladesh, will
play at 7:30 p.m. in basketball speak at 7 p.m. at the First
garneS against Western Ken- Assembly of God.
tucky University .at Racer
•
Friday, Jan. 16.
Arena. Murray. Shopping for Senior Citizens
Groups of First Baptist will be held and for
Church Women will meet as transportation call 753-0929 by
follows: Janette Doyle at 9:45 9:15 a.m, for morning shoppamt, at the church parlor: ing and by 11:30 a.m. for afterCarol Poe at .7 p.m. at the noon shopping.
home of Mrs. Randy CunnEvents at new Murray State
ingham.
Student Center will include
fashion show at 12 noon, film
Murray High School
festival at 2:30 p.m.; concert
freshmen boys will play Henry
by four-bands from the area at
County in a basketball game
7 p.m.
at home at 6:30 p.m

Magic Silver Show, Sixth
Annual International Competition m photography, will
open at Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery, Fine Arts Center.
Murray State University, and
continue through Feb. 11.
There is no admission charge.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2- ,
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Saturday. Jan. 17
Community wide shower for
Debbie Chadwick and sorts,
Jason and Justin, will be held
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.

New Providence Riding
Club Winter Horse Show will
be held at 4:30 p.m at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road.
Murray State University
Men's basketball team will
play Middle Tennessee at 7:30
p.m. in Racer Arena, Murray.

Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous and All proceeds will go to the
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at Calloway County Rescue
the west end of the West Ken- Squad. The Country Sound
tucky Livestock and Exposi- Band will donate their talents
tion Center.
and the WOW will donate the
use of Le building.
Sunday. Jan. 18
Murray Assembly No. .19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will have an installation of officers at 2:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall. Clarissa Thorn will be installed as worthy advisor.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
, TACO DINNER

BLUSH PLACE
DEPENDS,FACE
Where you should apply
blusher depends on the shape
of your face. If yours is long,
put blusher directly across the.
cheekbones in a horizontal
line, along the hairline and
around the temples. If your
face is round, suck in your
cheeksand apply blusher in
the hollows. Add some more to
temple and chin. A square
face looks best with blusher
directly over cheekbones and
swept up to the temples. A
heart-shape face needs color
high on the temples and near
the hairline.

Includes
Taco. Rice & Beans
No
Take Outs'

OB
Olt Q
1144.

Mexican Restaurant
Southside Shopping Manor
Murray Ky - 759-1616

Ts

M of P. E. O.
Sisterhood will have a luncheon at 12 noun at the home of
Mrs. John Quertermous with
Mrs. Morgan Sisk as
cohostess.
lluipter

Senior High School Band
Festival will open today at
Murray State University. ••

eacirFcao ,4likFeogir7cle
Sunday ..4Y4?- 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.

$299

Saturday, Jan. 17
Ewa' Lakers Good Sam
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
of West Kentucky will meet at
6 p in for a soup and dessert
supper at the Commuruty
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank with Harold
and Ruth Eversmeyer as
wagorunasters, assisted by
Jack and Betty Wagar.

Friday , Jan. 16
Lathes Teruus Group B of
Murray Country Club will
meet at 9 a.m. at the home of
Frances HuLse to go to the
Kenlake Tennis Center to play
at 9.30 a.m.

2B

,

spots. Read these materials
carefully, the author ad
vises, and keep the follow
ing questions in mind
1. Does this place appeal
to the kind of people with
whom you want to spend
your honeymoon? Do the
broRhures indicate that the
mail audience is couples,
singles or families-and are
they young, middle-aged or
older people?
2. flow interested are you
in the major sales features
of this place-location, activities available, entertainment, accommodations,
food?
3. How are the accsilninodations described-deluxe,
superior, first-claps, sten-

How about going with
your spouse on a s--cond
honeymoon?
"A honeymoon has been
an adventure ever since the
lrst caveman captured a
mate by force and dragged
her away into hiding from
her irate tribesmen," says
Marcia Powell, co-author of
The Honeymoon Hand-

book . A Guide To Life's
Most Romantic Adventure
(Macilllan, 1980). "However, the idea of marriages
based on romantic love
didn't appear until the
1600's.
"Today's honeymooners
expect their wedding trip to
be a romantic adventure,"
she continues, "and they're
particularly fortunate because they can choose from
among the .vorld's most
beautiful places for this very
special journey. Even 50
years ago, many of these
places would have been
either unaffordable or unreachable for most couples;
however, the advent of
modern transportation and
other ,factors have opened
up almost the entire world
for travelers."
With so many choices
available, how can a couple
decide on the honeymoon
destination that will fulfill
their own special dreams
and still fall within their
time and budget limitations'? The first step, according to"the author, is to focus
on the expectations each of
you have of "the ideal
honeymoon." Make separate lists of the kind of
climate, accommodations,
activities and other factors
which you each want for
your wedding trip. Then
compare lists and begin to
gather information about
places that you think will
appeal to both of you.
A travel agent can be a
great help in discovering
honeymoon possibilities
which haven't occurred to
you, as Well as for taking
care of all the actual arrangements once your decision is made. These professionals should have the most
up-to-date information
about places, transportation, accommodations.
packages and prices and can
save you considerable time,
effort and money, Ms.
Powell says.
Either through a travel
agent or letters you write on
your own, you'll begin to
accumulate brochures extolling the advantages of various possible hodymoon

dard, tourist-and what is
meant by these terms? (A
travel agent can help translate brochure jargon into
understandable Lerma)
4. Can you reach this
place conveniently and at a
,-easonable cost?
5. Are there other places
if interest nearby or will
you have to rely entirely on
the activities and entertainment offered by this place'
6. What is the price range
and are package plans available? If so, which items are
standard and which are optional-particularly, check
which meals are included?
7.. Is the place large or
small? How will that affect
the service you receive and

your opportunities for
meeting other people during
your honeymoon"
8. Is the style casual or
more formal?
9. Do they offer any special features for honeymooners'
"The most important
thing about a honeymoon
destination is that it be right
for each individual couple,"
the author says. "It's a good
idea to talk with friends,
family and associates about
honeymoon or vacation
spots they've enjoyed, but
the final decision should be
based on the things that are
important to the two people
who will be making this
romantic advanture."
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One Rack Men's Knit Shirts
One Table Men's Dress & Sport Shirts
All Men's Velour Shirts & Sweaters
All Men's Ties
All Men's Dress Suits
Men's Corduroy Suits
All Men's Work Jackets and Vests
All Men's Leather Jackets
All Men's Top Coats and Suburban Coats
All Men's Suede leather Coats
All Men's Dress Slacks
All Men's Robes
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Good Selection of Robes, Gowns & Slips
Good Selection of Ladies & Children's Jeans
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Ladies Blouses
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CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT
All Girls Sportswear & Dresses
All Girls Dresses & Casual Shoes
All Girls Long Sleeved Tops Suet 1-14
Good Selection Of Children's Sportswear Sizes 6 mo-4T
All Girls Coats Month Sizes Through 14
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Boys Flannel Shirts
Boys Poly-Cotton Long Sleeved Shirts
Boys Winter Caps
Men's & Boy's Jogging Shoes
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Presidential Worries
Not Effecting Reagan
By JAMES GERSTEMLANG
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGLES i AP) — In the days
before he moves into the White House,
Ronald Reagan is sampling the perquisites of the presidency without the
burdens. And .in contrast to a bowed
Jimmy Carter, Reagan. seems almost
unaware of the weight about to descend
on him.
As he prepared to move east this
week, living amidst packing boxes in
rooms emptied of furniture headed for
the White House family quarters;
Reagan appeared jovial and relaxed.
"He's been ... very relaxed, very confident.about what he's doing — not intimidated by what's coming," said one
aide who has been working closely with
Reagan on his inaugural address.
Reagan's time, at least in public, has
been spent in chores and ceremonial activities. He said that while he has been
briefed on the Carter administration's
negotiations to free the American
hostages in Iran, he has not been involved in those talks.
During his final pre-inaugural period
in California, photographers had a
chance to show him at a variety of activities: entering a barbershop, working at home on his inaugural address
with a sheaf of handwritten pages scat-

Capitol Ideas

tered about his desk, accepting an Arabian stallion as a gift from the president
of Mexico.
At the same time, Carter, if not
avoiding the public eye,took no pains to
step into focus during a low-key visit to
Plains.
Despite the best efforts of Reagan's
press aides to shield him, he stopped
often to chat with reporters who were
more interested in Iran and Cabinet
confirmation hearings than in haircuts
and horses.
Before he flew to his ranch near Santa Barbara, Calif., Reagan asked press
aide Joe Holmes whether he should talk
to the reporters gathered near the
Marine Corps helicopter awaiting him.
No,Holmes said,"they'll understand."
When Reagan arrived in California a
„week ago, after a Washington visit,
Holmes first sought to persuade him to
ignore the reporters seeking his attention. But Holmes relented and later
recalled that Reagan "beamed like I
said,'You can go out and play."
At the other end of the country,
Carter was not playing. He was very
quietly going about personal preparations for his life as a former president,
checking out office space, going
through his attic — getting ready,in the
words of brother Billy, for the job "of
living the rest of his life."

By TOM RAUhl
Associated Press Writer

Rusty Republicans
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Republicans
have been in the minority in the Senate
for so long that they seemed a little rusty upon taking command.
As the Senate convened last week
under GOP control for the first time
since 1955, newly installed Majority
Leader Howard Baker was temporarily
caught off guard.
It happened when Minority Leader
Robert C. Byrd, the former majority
leader, asked what the Senate would be
doing the rest of the week.
It was not a question Baker was used
to hearing. He paused,then grinned and
told Byrd: "I thank the distinguished
minority leader for the request. It is the
first time I have been honored with
such a request."
Baker's first day on the job was a little bumpy — perhaps partly because
Democrats are as unfamiliar with being out of power as Republicans are at
having it.
When Baker sought Senate consent
for a "housekeeping provision," some
-Democrats balked.
Baker insisted that his motion = giving the majonty and minority leaders
automatic recognition for up to 10
minutes at the start of business each
day — only reinstituted standard
Senate procedure.
Some
Democrats remained
suspicious. Several said they didn't
remember such a procedure. "It's
somewhat difficult to follow all of the
changes being proposed," fumed Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas.
Byrd rushed to his rival's defense,
saying: "I wish to assure the members
on my side of the aisle that nothing new
— up to this point — has been proposed."
Sen. Jake Garn, R-.Utah, seemed
determined to act decisively in cranking up the Senate Banking Committee,
which he now chairs.
At the panel's first formal meeting
last week, Garn banged the gavel promptly at the starting time and joked: "I
haven't been able to start anything
since I was mayor of Salt Lake City."
One problem: Most committee
members, accustomed to Senate hearings that rarely start on time, weren't
in the room.
That didn't seem to bother Garn,
however.
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The Calloway County Fiscal Court in
regular session yesterday voted to hold
a special election on Feb. 9 for the
qualified voters of the County School
Distnct to vote on the question as to
whether an annual special school
building tax 01 13 cents shall be levied
for a period of 20 Years in the county
school district.
Army Specialist Four Billy W. Starks
is serving with the Fourth Arrnored
Division in Germany.
Dr. Harold Eversrneyer, Murray,
Lieutenant Governor of Division 15 of
Kiwarus International, presided at the
division meeting held Jan. 13 at the Student Union ballroom, Murray State
University.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowland of Almo
Route 1 observed their 63rd weddng anniversary on Jan. 12.
Births reported include a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. T. Wayne Beasley on Jan. 11.
The Rev. Hal Shipley will be guest
speaker at the morning and evening
services at the First Baptist Church on
Sunday.

20 Years Ago

No Steaming Platter ofSweet
Potatoes For This Peter 'Possum
Although shy and rather secretive,
Peter 'Possum is nobody's fool. He
knows the difference between a happy
life in the woods and ending up on a
platter surrounded by a mess of sweet
potatoes.
At least, the one that showed up
recently at Charles and LaVerne
Ryan's place on Glendale Road did.
Peter's species characteristically likes
to run around at night and has been
known to roam as far as two miles during such a period, but it is not known
how, when or why he showed up at the
Flyans' two-acre, wooded homeplace.
He may have been living there quietly among the trees and shrubs, venturing out at night to forage for food
among the neighborhood garbage cans
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The Story Of

—531

Calloway County
1822-1976

10 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

When Federal Reseive Board Chairman Paul Volcker joked that he was
glad he had arrived early, Garn
replied: ''We would have started
without you."
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, 1)N.Y., managed to get in a dig at Rep.
David A. Stockman, R-Mich., one of
Moynihan's former students from his
days as a Harvard University prcrlessor,
"His grades were so good it appeared
he had no prospects in politics whatsoever," Moynihan said at a confirmation hearing for Stockman, Presidentelect Ronald Reagan's choice for
budget director.

Lookin Back

By Dorsal)
, and Kerby Jennings
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For over two decades, Fire-Rescue volunteers have given their
invaluable services at the least expectant occasions with an exalted
inward feeling of deep satisfaction, a fulfillment of a deep desire
that finds no other outlet to compare with dangers inherent in
fighting a fire, manning drag lines from a choppy boat in the middle
of the night, or finding a little fellow huddled under a juniper
bush. For generations, group efforts to combat catastrophes have
been man's noblest efforts to fellowman. Is it an inward jOy tliey
are able to perform feats of heroism beyond our reach, that we as
citizens of Calloway County make it necessary for those who care
to provide their own instruments and supplies to do their thing?
That should be an obligation assumed by those who may be potentially benefitted or desire to be identified as al benefactor. But
there are few takers. However, Fire-Reseue members staged a _
musical event at Calloway County High School June 28 to continue
paddling their own boat. Doubt if they scored a hit out of infield,
but they did ring the dinner bell August 25 with a home run roadblock that netted the organization $2,169, an opportunity when.
the players could look the umps in the face on a close play.
In small cities all persons become identified with playing a
role in the game of life, some assuming identifications relative to
the measure. Marvin Whitnell, who died July 2 at the age of 91
years, was identified as "Mr. Republican," a mantle he wore with
extreme grace. He was the oldest son of the illustrious W. L
and Tennie Swann Whitnell, pioneer stalwarts of Calloway County.
Mr. Marvin was a former postmaster of Murray and for years directed the Murray Coal & Ice Company. Ile was buried in Murray
City Cemetery.
Another citizen distinguished in public affairs of the city to die
on the same date of July 2, 1974, was former Chief of Police Burman
Parker at the age of 74 years. He, too, was buried in City Cemetery.
Smooth detective work was needed to solve the mystery of
the disappearance of a cash tray at Storey's Food Market in Rd Aire
Center July 19 from the bird cage office Of the market adjoining the
cash registers when a bundle was lifted by an office pick-pocket
in a peck of pears.
Three new elementary schools programmed for opening with
the fall session were undergoing construction problems, forcing
the county board to announce July 31 the necessity of disappointed
students to return to old buildings until midsemester October 10
before transferring to the new buildings. School building construction delays have been constant sources of aggravation.

To Be clontinued

and pet platters. Charles thinks he had
seen him a time or two.
Peter, however, hadn't fared Very
well around the Ryan home until
Charles and LaVerne became the
"proud" owners of two kittens, one with
only three legs. They had been given to
them by their daughter, Pamela, and
her husband, Steve Treas, who lived in
Sherwood Forest. .
The crippled kitten had lost a leg
when it climbed under the hood of
Steve's car and was caught there when
the engine was started. The leg, badly
mangled, was. amputated. It doesn't
know the difference, though, and
romps, plays, climbs and does anything
the other does.
With the arrival of cold weather and
not so captivated by a couple of fluffy,
playful kittens as to let them stay in the
house, Charles and LaVerne got some
materials from Henry Fulton and fixed
them up with a box-like shelter on the
patio. In front, they placed a pan which
they kept filled with a good Checkerboard cat food.
This is where Peter 'Possum came on
the scene. Although he prefers by
nature to liye in wooded areas near
streams, he likes to roam.
With the arrival of winter, though, he
was finding it increasingly difficult to
turn up such delicacies as grasshoppers, crickets, betties and ants from
beneath fallen logs, rocks and leaf
debris. Apparently, quite by chance, he
came across that pan of cat food on the
Ryans' patio in a bold venture close to
the house.
That was good stuff. Far more
palatable than anything he had managed to run across among the garbage
cans. Nor, did the kittens give him any
hassle when he tucked in his bin. After
one look at the greyish-white, coarse
haired stranger with the sharp, slender
muzzle, they preferred not to eat with
him and leaped to the safety of the patio
furniture to watch, wild-eyed, as he ate
his fill.
+++++
His appetite satisfied, Peter next
turned his attention to a place to sleep.
-It isn't uncommon for him to bed down
in a different place every night, nor to
make himself at home in the dens or
nests of other animals.
That's when he discovered the kittens' makeshift shelter, warmly bedded
with an old quilt and protected from the
wind. It was a much better place in
which to curl up for a snoose than in a
cold hole under a tree. So, into the
shelter he squeezed his 30-inch, 15pound frame.
Now, that arrogant, possessiveness
almost proved his undoing.
Looking out, LaVerne saw the kittens
huddled on the patio furniture. "They
should be in their box," she thought. "I
wonder if it's that moss= avain."
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
' opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel fb-e editorial.
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic mighlbe.
,
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Taking a flashlight, she shined the
beam into the opening. Staring back at
her above a long pink nose were Peter's
two black eyes, gleaming in the light.
He didn't have time to "play 'possum,"
.which is so characteristic of his breed,
feigning death when frightened by rolling over on one side, becoming limp,
shutting his eyes and letting his tongue
hang out his open mouth.
Before he could go into all that,
LaVerne had grabbed a nearby board
and placed it across the opening. Peter
was trapped! Then came the question
of what to do with him.
She didn't want to kill Peter. He
hadn't done anything wrong except
follow his natural instincts of hunting
something to eat and a good place to
sleep. She couldn't fault a fellow for
that, especially on a cold winter night.
The best solution, she and Charles
concluded, would be to ask the Humane
Society folks to pick Peter up, take him
out into the country and release him.
Contacted, they agreed to get him as
soon as they could.
dWatherine Hudspeth, the Ryans'maid
of the past 23 years, brought into the
case the next morning, took one look into the kittens' shelter and proclaimed
what she felt would be a much better
and more practical solution for the
disposition of the trespassing Peter.
"I've got this friend, Desiree,- she
said, excitedly, "who is just crazy
about 'possum and sweet potatoes.
Let's just kill 'im and give 'im to her!"
No, Charles and La Verne ruled, they
would hold Peter in the kittens' shelter
- until the Humane Society folks picked
him up,but Peter had other thoughts on
the matter.
The very thought of his- happy,
carefree life coming to an-end on a platter surrounded by steaming sweet
potatoes sent a shiver from the top of
his long, pointed nose to the tip of his
rat-like tail.
They don't know how he did it, but he
got out of there quick, squeezing
himself through the narrowest of openings and leaving the shelter and platter
to the kittens. He'd just get back to the
country the best way he could.
As quickly as he appeared, he was
Ole,and haSn't been seen since.
•'I can't imagine how he got out of
that box through such a little opening,"
LaVerne later laughed. "He was a big
one

The contract for the construction of
public housing units in Murray will be
let on June 1, according to L. D. Miller,
executive secretary of the Murray
Housing Commission.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ella
Owen,78, and Everett Francis Hale,72.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Hester and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Browning.
Rachel Rowland Wallace, clothing
specialist from the University of Kentucky, will teach the lesson for the
leaders of the local 4-H Clubs to be held
Jan. 17 at the Murray City Hall.
Calloway County High School Lakers
beat the Murray High School Tigers by
the score of 59 to 56 in a basketball
game here. Don Curd of Calloway County and Robert Lee of Murray High each
tut for 20 points as high scorers for their
teams.
Roger Stanfil. Charles Sexton, and
Bob Wade had the high individual
series with handicap in bowling in the
Murray Merchants League at Corvette
Lanes this week.

30 Years Ago
Sales of dark fired tobacco will open
here on Jan. 22, accordingito Holmes
Ellis, manager of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
The floors will start receiving the weed
on Jan. 19.
Deaths reported include Arch L
Stanfill, 84, Hillard V. Kennedy, 79, J.
E. (Jim) Payne, and Mrs. Nola Ward
Jackson, 76.
Ray Mofield, manager of Radio Station WPAD,Paducah. has been elected
as president of the Murray State College Alumni Association. Baron- Jeffrey, superintendent of Calloway County Schools, is vice-president. M.' 0.
Wrather is the secretary-treasurer.
The College News, publication of the
journalism department. Murray State
College, began its 25th year with its
issue of Jan. 15. The first issue appeared on June 24, 1927, and it has been
published continuously during every
school year since that time.
The Bank of Murray reports assets of
116,409,588.89 at the close of business on
Dec. 30. 1950, in its published 'statement.
G. H. Pittman has returned home
after spending the past three months
with relatives in Weiv-oka, Okla.

Bible Thought
For even the Son o( man came
not to be ministered unto, bat to
minister and to give his life • ransom for °limy. Mark 10:45.
Just when we think the whole
world should bow down to us, we
see Jesus as the perfect example for
life.

Thoughts
ht Season
By lien Wolf
Since pessimism and questions about
the value of reason are more
characteristic of the twentieth than of
the nineteenth century. literary figures
such as Fyollor Dostoevsky 1821-1881
who did question the smug rationality
of their own time are often considered
forerunners of modern existentialism_
In his Notes from Underground
i 1864), Dostoevsky wrote that,
whatever else you might say about
world history, you certainly couldn't
say that it was reasonable. Man's
freedom, he believed, was no more
secure than his reason: heahad to keep
proving it to himself, or as Dostoevsky
put it
the meaning of'man's life consists in proving to himself every
minute that he's a man and not a
piano key.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Jan. 15, the 15th
day of 1981. There are 350 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Jan. 15, 1922, the Irish Free State
was established under Michael Collins.
On this date:
In 1535, King Henry VIII assumed the
title of supreme head of the church in
England.
In 1929, American civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr. was born in
Atlanta.
In 1973, President Richard Nixon
ordered a halt to all offensive military
operations in North Vietnam.
In 1978, President Jimmy Carter met
with the shah of Iran in Tehran.
Ten years ago: The Aswan high dam
in Egypt was dedicated by Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat and Soviet chief
of state Nicolai Podgorny.
Five years ago: Sara Jane Moore was
cu
serneweeli to a tile Isom roc
assassinate President Gerald Ford.
One year ago. Iran expelled all
American reporters with one high official explaining the order as something
that could help ease the hostage crisis.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer
Chuck Berry is 55. Former child movie
star Margaret O'Brien is 44.
Thought for today: There is no pillow
so soft as a clear conscience. — a
•
French proverb.
47.
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Iowa Man Made First Cigarette Vending Machine
By JUDY DAL:BENMIER
Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES.Iowa AP -Until F A. Witten came
i.ong, people who bought
,igarettes from vending
machines used to find their
change stuffed under the
...ellophane of the cigarette
packet.
It was Wittern who first
fotuid a way to make a yenhug machine give back correct change He built the first
'SW, by hand.in 1946.
•
"It wasn't a matter of how
many could I sell, but how
ran could I make." Wittern,
Si, said as he showed off his
.riginal machine, now stanling in a corner of his office.
His invention put an end to
the tedious practice of slitting
Tien the cigarette packets to
place coins inside the
«,tllophane before the packs
were loaded into the vending
!.achine.
Wittern's ventures Into ven-

ding began in 1931, when the
business was still in its infancy. He invested Ms last $12.50
in used tools and founded a
vending machine firm in a
garage behind his home in
east Des Moines.
Fifty years later, the firm,
Fawn Engineering, turns out
20,000 vending machines a
dispensing
for
y ear
everything from soup to nuts.
Wittern is still chairman of
the board of the Des Moines'
based firm, which employs 500
vending
people, sells
machines in all 50 states and
exports about 15 percent of its
machines. The president is his
son, F.A. Wittern Jr. Willem, who had no formal
engineering training, began
tinkering as a youngster. One
winter, he and his father took
apart their new Ford
automobile and put it back
together -- very carefully.
"My mother thought we
were all bananas," Wittern

-I never had to pick up
said "But after we put it all
back together, my father said, one," said Wittern, whose
•Noo if the darn thing breaks firm made half a million of the
machines. •'It was like Rusdown. I know where to look.'"
Wittern told how one of his sian roulette.... It added a uniideas attracted presidential queness to it that the other
peanut machines
didn't
attention.
During World War I, he have. People liked to gamble
wrote to President Woodrow on hitting the bell. They would
Wilson to sug,gest an under- empty a machine in one evenwater magnetic mine fur use ing."
In those days, Fawn, or
against German submarines.
The Defense Department Hawkeye Novelty as it was
responded by offering Wittern known until 1947, was totally a
a job, not realizing they were family business.
"I worked night and day and
writing to a 16-year-old boy.
Wittern said his favorite in- Saturdays until we got
vention is a peanut machine started," Wittern said. After
that rang a bell and dispensed their son was born, Viola Wita free portion of peanuts to tern brought turn to the factory in a basket while she ran
every ninth person.
Wittern recalls carrying the a punch press or sat on a nail
peanut machines under his keg and did typing.
Wittern boasts that his firm
arm and walking into bars trying to peddle them to bar had only one losing year, but
owners. He promised he'd buy making ends meet wasn't
back the machines if they always easy. Sometimes, he
didn't sell more peanuts than had to hock his wife's wedding
rings to make the payroll.
the bar's old machines.

wasn't a thrill." Wittern
said.
Wittern also pioneered the
practice of selling machines to
individual businesses. Most
vending machines are still
owned by finns that lease
space in restaurants, bars and
other establishments and give
the firms a small cut of the
profits.
Wittern came up with the
idea of selling the machines
directly to the businesses,
which then keep all the profits.
A Fawn subsidiary offers a
finance program to make it
easier for businesses to buy
the $3,000 machines.
-We cut out the middleman," the younger Wittern
said, adding the machines can
ofen pay for themselves within
a year. Finns can make nearly 20 cents on a cup of coffee
that sells for 25 cents, he said.
The profits can be
substantial. St. Mary's
Hospital in East St. Louis, Ill.,
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scheduled for Thursday in "Keep New York Wet. Save
Trenton, N.J., when the com- Water."
mission is expected to declare
Several systems in Penna drought emergency. The
department spokesman said sylvania announced rationing
the city probably would soon plans on Wednesday.
"People going to work and
follow suit.
returning home, commuters,
The department also an- shoppers, students and
nounced it has launched a tourists will be reminded of
campaign urging New the ongoing shortage and their
Yorkers to conserve water. responsibility to save water,"
Officials are posting placards said Commissioner Francis X.
in buses and subways reading, McArdle.
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NEW YORK 1AP) — New
York City has enough drinking
water to last about 100 days if
no moisture is added to its
reservoirs, state envirorunen-.
tal officials said Wednesday.
A spokesman for the state
Department of Environmental
Protection said the city's
water supply this week reached its lowest level in 15 years
— 32.7 percent of capacity.
A meeting of the Delaware
River Basin Commission was

Star Kist
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pie.
-The technology in electronics is going to revolutionize the industry in the
years ahead," he said."One of
the problems with vending is
having a dollar or $1.50 in
change in your pockets."

New York City Has Enough
Drinking Water For 100 Days

Prices Good Jan. 15
Through Jon. 21

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

on a new Porsche with the profits from his vending machine.
The younger Wittern said he
expects electronics will vastly
change the industry, making it
possible to use credit cards in
vending machines, for exam-
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makes $50,000 a year in profits
from its six Fawn machines
and uses the money for
building improvements
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Camnllo, Calif., wrote Fawn
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Preventing varicose veins

Soviets ToTd Unwed Motherhood Is Option

centreeepove devices are still
popular newspaper, Nedelya:He Zhukhovitsky, recommended rate among men,there IS a large
claimed that only a family with that single women wlxi had "lost number of single women in the in short supply in the Soviet
three ctuldren has reached "the hope of obtaining a husband" Soviet Uruon, Uriarus noted. The Union, and many women tend tii
to look as had as hers
Could are hereditary and that 1
DEAR DR LAMB
normal sae
I first started to notice
should make a deliberate 18e0 Soviet censvs shows 17.6 ne suspicious of them
you please tell me what caus- should sit down and relax off
them when I was 17. When I
The falling Soviet buihrate
In the Soviet Union, abortsons decision to have babies out of million more wurren than men
es varicose veins and if one and on during the day with my
are available on demand to any wedlock to promote their own in the country, whose total has caused growing cencten in
can do anything to prevent legs propped up Incidentally, got pregnant at 19 they got
does
have
them,
my
mother
worse Now at 27 I just had
them.
'Most of the doctors I've
Die post few years. In 197e,
woman over 18. Neither Urlarus happiness and the country's bir- population is 262 million
my second baby I'm very
spoken to say varicose veins and bad I don't want my legs
nor any official Soviet statistics thrate.
Single wurren, Urlanis said, ethnic Russians comprised 52.4
fashion conscious but I'm
have specified the abortion rate,
This proposal in the weekly should know that -motherhood percent of the Soviet Unities
ashamed to even wear shorts
but according to an estimate Literatumaya Gazeta caused a sometimes brings greater joy populace, down from 54.6 peror any fashions that might
expose a little leg I enjoy
made in 1976 by the United heated discussion at the time. .than mamage, especially if a cent ins 1959 census.
looking good for my husband
While birthrates have been
Nations Population Council, the One female critic denounced the marriage is not based on love
and for jogging and swimfalling in the Russian Republic,
Soviet Uruon has the highest idea, saying, "Neither the and respect"
ming. I have such a bad comUrlanis also noted the the number of births is' inabortion rate in the world.
women nor their children can be
plex now because of this Is
"necessity of helping couples creasing in the predominantly
The U.N. council estimated happy in such a situation."
there anything I can do'
Moslem republic of Soviet Centhat 10 million abortions are perDEAR READER -- VariUrlanis stressed that he was avoid an unwanted pregnancy ."
cose veins are caused from
formed each year in the Soviet not advocating an increase in
"More effective birth ccii- tral Asia, where fanuhes with
overstretching of the veins.
Union, a rate of 180 per 1,00) single parent families. Un- troli devices are needed," he six and more children are eon They stay dilated. Some wommoo
women
aged 15 to 44.
married mothers should, said
NEW
YORK
(AP(
Ofen inherit a tendency to have
Soviet officois tend to be
By Abigail Van Buren
Referring to France, where
By comparison, the rate of however, get maximum atweak-walled veins and they ficials of major Protestant,
statements on
overstretch more easily. That Roman Catholic and Jewish abortions for American women tention and financial support, he -90 percent of married couples cautious in any
is why they are seen in fami- organizations have urged the in the sarrie age group is 22.2 per said, because "they do gilinly plan their number of this subject, but the continuing
among
discussion
lies such as yours.
goverment of the Bahamas to 1,000, according to 1977 figures something great. They foster children, thanks to conThe trick is to prevent
from the national Centers for citizens."
traceptives," Urlanis said that u I demographers in the form of arstretching the veins. When you cancel an order to expel an Disease Control in Atlanta.
Mainly due to the ravages of this respect 'there remains a lot ticles in official newspapers
are standing, the column of estimated 25,000 Haitians,
reflects worry:about the trend.
Urlanis did not directly World War II and a higher death to be done"in the Soviet Union,
blood in your veins creates saying it might subject some
DEAR ABBY: Please help me. I think I'm going crazy. I'm
challenge Soviet women's legal
pressure inside the veins and of them to persecution.
33, married 12 years, have two fine children (6 and 9), a
stretches them if the walls are
The religious leaders urged right to abertions, but he
lovely home and financial security, but I'm miserable. My
weak. That is why it is good to Bahamian Prime Minister stressed that women should not
John C. Querterrnous, M.D.
husband (38) gives me everything I want except an honest
get off your feet. But for the
"abuse" this right because they
relationship. He lies constantly. I've caught him in so many
best effect you need to he Lyndon Pindling to at least might regret it later. The
Et Russell E. Howard, M.D.
lies, I've lost all respect for him. He's a wonderful father and
down and get your feet above defer the Jan. 18 effective date
of the order to permit time to demographer said that abortions
provider, but he has shut me out completely. I've begged him
your heart level.
may
not
only
harm women's
of
to share his feelings with me but he says his feelings are his
That is temporary. A better screen the Haitians "so as to
solution is to use external insure that those who have a health but are aLso a "blow to the
business - not mine.
pressure that keeps the veins wellfounded fear of per- economy,to future labor resourI had an accidental pregnancy 14 months ago. He
from filling up and overpersuaded me to have an abortion,saying two children were
stretching. People like you secution are not returned to
enough. Afterward he told me that he insisted on the
Refernng to single women,
should wear some form of
abortion because he "knew" the baby wasn't his! I was
Urlanis stopped short of openly
external support when they
crushed. I have never been unfaithful nor have I given him
announce the association of
'ASH SUNDAY'
urging them to have babies out
are standing or even sitting
any reason to doubt me. That accusation turned me off
IS MAY 18
of
wedlock.
But
he
said
lowering
for
any
period
of
time.
Supcompletely and we haven't slept together since.(He accepts
MOSES LAKE, Wash.(AP) the rate of abortions in this
port stockings should also be
this, saying it's only natural after 12 years.)
used during pregnancy.
- St. Martin's Church has group "is very important"
Abby, is there any hope for a marriage in which there is
for the practice of
Some superficial varicose designated May 18 as "Ash because in this way a woman
no trust, respect or physical intimacy? We are considering
INTERNAL
MEDICINE
veins
can
be
corrected
surgiSunday" in commemoration -might find personal happiness
divorce, but living in the same house for the sake of the
cally, and some by injecting of the eruption of Mount St. and the demographic situation
at
children as well as for economic reasons. Is this a feasible
in
sclerosing agents around the
Office Hours
alternative, or are we crazy?
205 South Eighth Street
Telephone
veins. The principles of vari- Helens on May 13, 1980. The Our country might improve."
NEEDS HELP
Three years age another
cose veins and what to do Episcopal parish plans to sell
by appointment
Murray, Kentucky
753-5161
(502)
about them are discussed samples of the ash for $2 each. Soviet demographer, Leonid
DEAR NEEDS: You are not crazy.("Crazy" people
more fully in The Health Letrarely question the feasibility of their alternatives.)
ter number 5-8, Varicose
Your husband's habitual lying, his unfounded accu, 8040/35 (12.78) STATE
Veins, which I am sending
sations and his refusal to share his feelings with you
you. Others who want this
emotional
problems.
are all symptoms of some deep
issue can send 75 cents with a
He desperately needs professional help, and so do
long, stamped., self-addressed
4r
you.
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION
envelope for it to me, in care
If your husband refuses to get help, get into
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
treatment without him. You need to get your head
1551, Radio City Station, New
together to learn how to live with him or without
York, NY 10019.
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK
him.
By the way, walking, dancing
and
jogging
are
better
for
•• •
Peoples Bank of Murray, Kentucky
your leg veins than just standing still. Exercise helps to
CITY
COUNTY
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend is very nice to me as a rule,
STATE
ZIP CODE
milk the blood out of your leg
but when he's drinking he gets very mean and abusive and
veins and prevents the buildup
gotten
fight
with
me
over
some
little
thing.
He's
even
picks a
Murray
of pressure inside the veins.
Calloway
Kentucky
42071
violent to the point of slapping me around.
DEAR DR. LAMB - Will
STATE BANK NO,
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO.
CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE
When he's sober he is gentle and sweet. Don't get me
you please discuss the harmwrong, Abby. He's not an alcoholic. He sometimes goes for
ful effects venison can have
669
weeks without having anything to drink, but when he's had
8
December 31, 1980
on a person who eats it often.
one too many he is like a different person. Sometimes I
My husband is a sportsman
ASSETS
Mil.
Thou
real.
.
wonder which side of him is
and likes to eat quite a lot of
1. Cash and due from depository institutions .
What do your experts say about a person like him?
this kind of meat.
5 484
LITTLE ROCK
2. U.S. Treasury securities . .
DEAR READER - As long
. . .
.
7 778
2
as it comes from a healthy
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations . .
.
. .....
3 000
3
. DEAR LITTLE ROCK: Alco0,01 doesn't change a
animal there isn't much to get
4.. Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
person's personality, it merely amplifies it. (A mean
....
14 933
4
excited about. Animals differ
person gets meaner, and a sweet person gets sweeter.)
5. All other securities .... ...
in how lean they are but the
N•fl
. .
. . .
5
Drinkers who become violent shouldn't drink at all.
"lean meat only" of venison is
6. Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
Nene
.
.
.
And their physically abused victims are unconcommonly only 4 percent fat
7. a. Loans. Total (excluding unearned income)
47 889
/4
7a
sciously "asking for it" if they hang around after the
by weight, which means it is
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
about comparable to the sepafirst slapping around.
7b
254
•
•
• ,s - . i ..
rable lean of round steak.
c. Loans, Net ......
47 635
7c
• • •
• ..
. .... .
Most wild animals are less fat
8. Lease financing receivables . .
8
.......
•
•
N• e
• •
•
•
than domestic animals. That
- 9. Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other assets. representing . bank premises
helped our forefathers eat less
DEAR ABBY: We are retired and living in a nice mobile
1 313
9
fat in their diets than we con10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
home in Florida. We have lovely neighbors who present a
. . . .
51
10
sume today.
problem we are reluctant to bring up.
11. All other assets
. .....
11
Many scientists think our
Several in the park have hung those long steel wind
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11) .
.... .
12
forefathers had fewer circulachimes on their carports. There are some hanging right
LIABILITIES
tory problems - heart
outside our bedroom windows. The high-pitched sound is
X
attacks were not described in
especially annoying at night when the breeze is blowing.
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
. . . . .
13
14 264
living cases until this century
The constant clang, clang, clang is driving us up a wall!
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)
14
56 270
- because they ate a more
Please put a few lines in your column to remind these
15. Deposits of United States Government
natural diet. The red meat
.
. . .
.
_
.
.
. . .
15
48
people to be a little more considerate of their neighbors,
and poultry came from
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States . ..
Abby. They may see it and take the hint. Sign me . .
.
..
.
, .
.
2 663
16
DISENCHANTED WITH CHIMES. nature's environment rather
17. All other deposits....
140
17
than from feed lots where animals are fattened to satisfy
18. Certified and officers' checks .
........ . . .
712
18
DEAR DISENCHANTED: And what if they don't
our
taste
for
fat,
tender
meat.
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 181
19
see it? Simply advise your lovely neighbors in a
- •
74 097
•
friendly but emphatic way that their wind chimes are
a. Total demand deposits.........
. .
19a
....
.1 5i 923
On June 25, 1950, North
annoying you.
b. Total time and savings deposits
.......- ..
. . . . .
19b
58
174
Korean forces struck across
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
• ••
20
no
the 38th parallel into South
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note _ balances) issued to the VS. Treasury and
Korea without warning. It was
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
334
other liabilities .for borrowed money
21
the first blow in the Korean
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
which end22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases , e . .. .. .........
: . ' N•ne
couflict,
.
.
War.
The
22
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitaed three years later, saw the
23
23. All other liabilities
1 085
. . .
..'
tions and how to write an interesting letter are
forces of the United Nations
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of items 19 thru 23) . . .
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
75 516
24
ranged with those of South
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long. stamped,(28
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
. . . . .......... : .
25
196
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby. Letter
Korea against the North
,
EQUITY CAPITAL
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Koreans and the Chinese corn2i1.. Preferred stock
a No shares outstanding par value)
3000300
26
90212.
• munists.
N
27, Common Stock
16000
.
a. No shares authorized
13000
b. No shares outstanding
(par value)
325
27
28. Surplus ....
.. . .........
28
3 500
r29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
. . .
29
1 978
30. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
6 103
30
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24, 25 and 30) .
31
81 815
....
.
.
MEMORANDA
.N"o., N Memo
Between now and April 15th there are over 26 dates
1. Amounts outstanding as of report date
N
e
for filing or paying federal payroll, gift, estate or income
a. Standby letters of credit, total
la
N•ne
taxes. It's important to your family and your business to
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of $100,000 or more
.
lb
6 145
know which of these dates apply in your situation.
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more . . e . . '. ...... . . .
1c
330
That is why it is important that you get the advise and
...
.
.
2. Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
counsel of a professional. I'm in the business of helping
a. Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above)
2a
.
.
73 842
you comply, at the least cost, with the complex array of
officer(3)signing the report
iiICITE. This report must be signed by an auttionzed officer(s) and attested by not less than three directors other than tta.
federal and state tax lows.
Otte, tha undersigned officer(s) do hereby declare that this Report or Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and behef
I'll systematically review your current financial status
AREA CODEi TELEPHONE NO.
DATE SIGNED
SIGNATURE OF OFFICERIS) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
and offer advice to you in every area of tax and finoncial
planning. Look to me for planning for the years to come
(502)
January 14, 1981
753-3231
-01"-L.eXeide/
lust as much as for my help in filing this year's returns.
NAME ANO CTZ4fi
I
We, the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of
f OFFICER(S) AUTHORING TO SIGN REPORT
Condition (including the supporting schedules) and declare that it has
been examined by us end to the best of our knowledge and belief has been
Max H. Brandon, Vice President/Cashier
prepared in conformance with the instructions and is taue and correct
SIG ATURE Of DIRECTOR
SIGNATURE OF DIVECTOR
SIGNA RE OF DIRECTOR
A
More than a MN,Iran profession
•
2,,
(
et
6 E4 IOL*4-4
%
4-lk IL.5
,
"r2/14.40
1
Kent=
Call. a
Slate of
.su
, County
Sworn in end shbscrthed before tee this ..
14th
d ,
(MAKE MA= woe
J.0qWA. ......
.i.OP. _
momay's SEAL)
or director of thisperc
and I hereby certify that I an, trot an of
.
..
.
..I
My comill15S1011 [MOMS OCtOtAIX 10
19 .03- .11.
,UZV. I -•(
"41otory NIA*.
.,. . • ..
Ky. at Large, with Commission.
.filed in Calloway County.
753-8918
201S. 6th Street
'.•
' 0
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

By VERONIKA AI1NTHORN
Aseocisted Press Writer
MOSCOW AP) -- Ins new attempt to reverse the Soviet
Union's falling birthrate, women
are being told that unwed
motherhood -may true; greater
ioy than marriage" and that
they should not "abuse" their
nght to abortions.
Boris Urlanis,a leading Soviet
demographer, expressed concern this month over the country's high abortion rate in the
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Same Story For Racers: Quickness Against Strength
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Young Murray, WKU Can
Answer Questions Early
By DAVID HIBBrrrs
Sports Editor
Although it is early in the
Ohio Valley Conference race
and tonight's 7:30 p.m. game
between Murray State and
Western Kentucky does not
yet carry the impact it had acquired at the end of last year,
it ought to be more than just a
proving ground for the two
teams who are having to learn
anew how to win a title.
While MSU coach Ron
Greene and Western coach
Clem Haskins may not have
the furrowed brows they will
have down the road, each
bespoke the makings of a
critical OVC clash even this
early in what is likely headed
for a wide open race.
Both coaches are'painfully
aware that neither one of their
teams has made inroads on
being the powerhouse of the
OVC.
Western has probably come
closer than Murray despite
the preseason apprehensions

Haskins offered about having
to replace four starters.
The Hilltoppers almost gave
even more credence to the
Racers' NIT win over
Alabama last year when they
opened their season by letting
a
12-point lead over
Southeastern Conference contender Vanderbilt dissipate in
the final two and a half
minutes of the Wendy's
Classic championship game.

The presence of those two
raises again the increasingly
vital question of how ready
MSU center Michael Bates is
after breaking into the lineup
at Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky, scoring
eight points and grabbing six
rebounds in just six minutes of
the second game.
We will have to play
defense and concentrate on
our rebounding," Bates said
Since that defused blast, about stopping the Hilltoppers
Western has built its 8-4 inside. "I know they need me.
overall record, 2-0 in the OVC, We cannot back down — we
by overcoming injuries and are going to have to go all out.
"I have been thinking abou'.
suspensions to defeat
Evansville and St. Louis while Western since they beat us
losing to Connecticut and three times last year. They
have a very physical, strong
Dayton.
team."
Junior center Craig McCor"Michael still has some
mick and sophomore forward
Tony Wilson had jack-in-the- tenderness around his ankle,"
box starts in the season- MSU coach Ron Greene said.
opening tournament but have "He needs to play a little bit to
leveled off to averages of 14.6 get his mental toughness.
and 15.2 points a game and 8.2
"Western has a big, strong,
and 6.2 rebounds, respective- talented road with McCorly.
mick, Wilson, Ricky Wray and

tlthiaukee
likkana
lacatt0
%Wilda
1 ...unit

1,13Sah

twiner

Percy White. I always thought
Western was potentially as
good as last year.
"We obviously cannot let
them throw the ball up inside.
We will to use our quickness to
cause them problems."
While his Hilltoppers have
not been the rebounding force
he knows they must be, having
been outrebounded slightly at
36.6 to 36.2 a game, Haskins is
even more concerned about
the Racers' quickness, led by
sophomore guard Lamont
Sleets' scoring at 15.0 points a
game and standing third in the
OVC in assists at 4.0 a game.
"If we get off to a good start,
we are going to slow it up and
spread it out," Haskins said.
know they are ready to go
after us, and I know we cannot
run with Murray State."
Both teams may be young
and still working through the
awkward stage, but as
Haskins said, it is still Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
And everyone knows what that
means.
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6-10 Center Craig McCormick
14.6 Points, 8.2 Rebounds

Super Warehouse
Reduction Sale!
Now
Thru Sat. 17th
The Best Cure We Have
Found For The Common Cold

FREE
GAS
GRILL
-

($16900 Value)
•
With The Purchase
of an..

Amber II Insert
Or Free Standing Stove!
At Our Regular Discount Price
—Limited Supply—
Special Good At All 3 Locations
•Murray, Ky.
Olympic Plaza

•Paducoh, Ky.
Farmers Market Annex
•Warehouse-Next To Ballard Memorial
Sthool, La Center
Sale t'ad Jan. 9 & 10 Only At LaCenter

90 Day Interest Free Loan
With Approved Credit

•S

'FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Note: Disregard This Ad If
Your Misting Bill Is Low

Thurl Bailey.
North Carolina, however,
ran off six straight points
down the stretch, helped by
James Worthy, who scored 13
of his gamehigh 22 points in
the second half. Bailey led
N.C. State with 21.
Fred Gilliam broke out of a
scoring slump with 20 points,

and Clemson romped over The
Citadel. Clemson ripped off 12
straight points after a 6-6 tie
early in the game, and the
Tigers coasted the rest of the
way.
Gilliam had shot just 32 percent from the field in his
previous eight games, but he
hit 9-of-16 against The Citadel
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6-7 Forward Tony Wilson
15.2 Points, 6.2 Rebounds

ANTED

True Country
Cooking Lovers
Saturday Nights
5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Country Cookin Buffet

REWARD

I 48

The Best Food You'll Ever Eat

Country Ham
Catfish

Filed Chicken
Barbecued Ribs
PLUS

Oven Browned Potatoes,
Fried Apples, Pinto Beans,
Kale Green's, Corn On The Cob,
And Assorted Cakes and Cobblers
Featuring Assorted Ky. Cheese

ONLY

75
Inc/odes
Drink

ONUS REWAR
Enjoy The Country Sound Of

Benny and Dave
Wanted In 5 States For
Real Down Home Pickin
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Virginia Wins From Backcourt
Center Sam Bowie scored 18
points and Derrick Hord added 14 to pace Kentucky over a
determined Mississippi squad.
Mississippi's chances for victory took a serious blow early
in the second half when the
Rebels lost their high scorer.
Elston Turner, who left the
game with a hip pointer.
Kentucky Coach Joe B. Hall
said he thought the referees
let Mississippi play the game
a little rough."They run an offense that relies on picks, and
I thought they could have
doubled the amount of fouls."
7)eshman inny Young hit
a pair of free throws with eight
seconds left to insure Wake
Forest's victory over Duke,
whose furious second-half rally- fell just short. Frank
Johnson paced Wake Forest
with 19 points, and Gene
Banks hit a game-high 20 for
Duke, including 14 in the final
11 minutes when Duke rallied
to within two points.
"I just concentrated on putting the shots through,"
Young said of his key foul
shots, "I try to do my best
when I'm up there, and I try.
not to let the fans bother 'me.
They aren't as high as the
ha •t, and that's what I'm
concentrating on."
Sophomore guard Howard
Carter hit four free throws in
the final two minutes to lift
1SU over Alabama in a
Southeastern
Conference
game.
--Alabama led most of the
game, but LSU took the lead
with 2:57 left to play. Durand
Macklin led the Tigers with 12
points and nine rebounds,
while Carter had 10 points.
Junior guard Gary Carter
scored 30 points, /6 in the first
half, as Tennessee pulled
away early to beat Florida.
The lead' changed hands 11
times in the first part of the
opening half, but Dale Ellis'
baseline jumper midway in
the first half gave Tennessee a
26-25 lead, and the Volunteers
gradually pulled away from
Florida.
Al Wood hit two free throws
with nine seconds left to help
North Carolina turn back
North Carolina State. North
Carolina led by as many as 14
points in the first half, but
North Carolina State pecked
away until the Wolf pack tied
the score 60-60 with six
minutes left on a basket by

Ang010
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Lamp, Jones Outscore Manning, Morley

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
It was billed as a confrontation of centers — Virginia's
Sampson
Ralph
vs.
Maryland's Buck Williams —
but in the final analysis,
Virginia kept alive the nation's longest winning streak
from the backcourt.
Virginia guards Jeff Lamp
and Jeff Jones outscored
Maryland's backcourt pair of
Greg Manning and Dutch
Morley 28-13 Wednesday
night, and the Cavaliers
triumphed at College Park,
Md.,66-64 on a jumper with slic
seconds leftby Lamp.
"When the time comes to
shoot, we want it in his
(Lamps's) hands," said
Virginia Coach Terry Holland,
whose team has won 17 in a
row over two seasons. -We
are forced to use Sampson as a
decoy. Lamp is a clutch
player, and we know we can
. get the ball to him. Sometimes
we can't get it to Sampson inside, so it's just a good thing
we can go to Jeff."
Lamp's shot came after an
odd call by referee Jim Knight
on an inbounds play.
Maryland's Ernest Graham
was trying to inbound the ball
under the Virginia basket.
Heavily guarded, Graham
tried to call timeout, but
Knight ruled Graham had not
asked for time before the
count reached four seconds.
Knight kept counting, and
when the count got to five,
Virginia took possession.
"You have to call timeout by
four seconds," Maryland
-Coach Lefty Driesell said,
"and that was the quickest
four seconds I've ever seen. It
was a horrible mistake by the
official and a heck of a way to
lose a ballgame."
Three seconds earlier,
Lamp's basket had tied the
game 64-64. In all, Lamp had
18 points and Jones 10, compared to the six by Manning,
Maryland's best outside
shooter, and seven by Morley,
the point guard.
In the battle of the big men,
Williams, at 6-foot-8, actually
did outplay Sampson, Each
scored 15 points, but Williams
held an 11-7 rebounding edge
to help Virginia play
Maryland close all the way.
Neither team led by more than
four points in the game, and
there were eight ties in the second half.
In other games involving
ranked teams Wednesday,
third-ranked
Kentucky
defeated Mississippi 64-55, No.
5 Wake Forest downed Duke
76-73, sixth-ranked Louisiana
State fought off Alabama 5956, 11th-ranked Tennessee
whipped Florida 78-64, No.'17
North Carolina beat North
Carolina State 73-70 and 19thrated Clemson drubbed,- The
Citadel 82-58.
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Mayer Ambushes U.S Open Champ In First Round

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
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McEnroe-Borg Matches Becoming Special

Sports In Brief
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Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Marries'league
OAK LAND A'S- Signed
Rick
I ..ingiord, pitcher, to a six-year COIF
rat Signed Jeff Newman,catcher. and
Stitched Page, designated hitter, to five
ear contracts. Signed Rob Picciolo and
lave McKay, infielders, to two-year
untracts. Signed Steve McCatty and
Bub Lacey, pitchers, Wayne Gross and
Orion Doyle, infielders, and Mike Davis,
..ot fielder, to one-year contracts.
National League
• !,'A FRANCISCA) GIANTS-Named
Robinson manager, and signed
hen to a tooth-year contract
FOOTBALL
National Football League
K.ANS.AS l'ITY tirlIF:FS -Announced
the resignation of Joe Spencer, offensive
'Joe coach.
HOCKEY
National Hockey league
ANGEI.ES KINGS- Assigned AnI
dre St. Laurent.center, to Fort Worth of
the Central Hoekey league. John Paul
Kelly to Rochester of the American
Iluckey league, Rick Hampton to New
Brunswick of the American Hockey
league, Rob Palmer to Indianapolis of
the Central Hockey League and John
Sri rke and Jay Palladino to Binghamton
• the American Hockey league.'
COLLEGE
NEW HAVEN-Named Bill Leete
athletic director.
SOUTHERN
CAL-Named-R
SI...um. an assistant football coach_

By The Associated Press
1.2sSils
AP
K ANSt5 CITY Mc
I opseeded Mallows \ r do,a and sts unit
seeded Andrea Jaeger oath disposed act
first rwind opponents In the sisuaw)
Ascii ...wt. n tennu tournament
Si raimiova eliminated Anne Smith b
3, al and Jaeger knotted oft t andv
Rey ounts by the sanir Score
In other sal ties, third-seeded Wendy
Turnbull of Australia knocked If South
crowds s
Alma
6-1
be,vi h seeded Vugoslaseav Mona
Jiliabiniet *On 6-1. 3-6, 6-2 over Susan
Mascann; West German Sylvia Hantka
beat Peanut Louie 8-3, 64 And fourthseeded Romanian Virginia Rano tore
ped Kathleen Cummings6-2.6-1
GOLF
PALM SPRINGS,Calif 1API - Bruer
Lietske and Bob Gilder each shot 7 under-par 65's for a shme of the first
round lead in the pirksoo Bob Hope
Desert Classic_
Ray Floyd and Jerry Pate were a
single stroke off the lead after posting
66'

College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Boston toll 56. Connecticut 57
Dartmouth 80, Williams 72
Drexel 70, Lehigh 58
Fairleigh-Dickinson 74, George Mason
73, OT
F'ordham 77, Vermont 62
Holy Cross 99. Bentley 71
LaSalle 79, Holstra 71
long Island 415, St. Francis, NY 67
Old Dominion 78, Boston U 71
Penn 51, Temple 49
Rider 67, Gettysbiwg 61
Rutgers It, Gen Washington 68
St.John's, NY 58 Villanova 54,(/T
St Peter's 87, Mang 48
Siena 77, Niagara 70
Syracuse 84, Providence66
W Virginia 82,St. Bonaventure 81
SOUTH
American U. 74. Delaware 58
Clemson 12, Citadel 58
Delta St. *Belhaven 56
E Carolina 81, Atlantic Christian 58
E Tennessee St_ 84, Furman 71
Georgia 66, Mississippi St 64
Georgia Southern 88 Georgia St 71
James Madison 90, Baltimore U 59
Kentucky 61. Mississippi 55
Louisiana 30. 26, Alabama 56
Navy 92,CatholiC 41
N Carolina 73, N Carolina St 70
&Florida 62,Oglethorpe 39
Tennessee 78., Florida 64
Tenn.-Chattanooga 71. Tennestee St.
58
Vanderbilt 97, Auburn 81
irginia 66, Maryland 64
Wake Forest 76, Duke 73
William & Mary 44, Richmond 42
MIDWEST
Ball St 63, Kent St. 53
Evansville 78, Valpariso 74
Kansas 70.Iowa St. 58
Miami,Ohio 79, Toledo 70
Nebraska 59, Kansas St. 49
N Illinois 79, C.Michigan 75,0T
011.10U. 78, Bowling Green 63
StJoseph 87, Wright St. 80
W.Michigan 67, E.Michigan 61
SOUTHWEST
gilahoma City 83, Xavier, Ohio ui
FAR WEST
Simon Fraser 79,Seattle U. 62

ISASEktAlr.
si O1'1 I.5.
c.aeorge Argyr., a
southern t •ittorrna real estate
developer agreed to purchase controlling interest in the Seattle Manners. the
AI. club announced
Ar ros has real eastate and flnadicial
inleresia in southern California and
Idaho According to the agreement, four
I the oriental Joiners SLanio, Golub.
entertainer
Danny
Kaye
Walter
Schoenfeld and Lester Smith will retrwin with the club ululated partners
The purchase agreement, eAiniated at
$12 milli., roust be approved by ttw
Antericiu. Iragan u.ners

NHL Standings
By The Aamorlited Press
ampbell cadenacir
lantatei
V/ I. T GF GA Pts
N.Y Islanders
10 II 301 144 64
Philadelphia
25 11 7 13 131 57
19 15 9 157 157 47
calgary
Washington
14 ...111 II 152 162 39
NY Rangers
11
8 153 172 36
Smythe Daytona
St. I OAS
77 10 7 194 152 61
Vancoiner
18 12 14 172 148 50
Chicago
16 22 6 19D 116 38
15 M 7 151 161 37
Colorado
Edmonton
13 22 7 157 175
Winnipeg
4
9 135 3317
13
Wales Conference
Norris Divhion
Los Angeles
27 II 6 192 75341
Mortreal
5 13 5 16 15 55
Itartford
11
9 167
37
Pitteiburgti
14 23 7 167 ISS 35
Detroit
11 22 9 13 172 31
Adorns Division
Buffalo
19 9 14 162 IV 52
Mnnesota
3) 11 11 13 125 51
42
B
Boston
17 18 8 159 152
14 M 6 168 201 34
Tonnto
Quebec
10 21 12 13 15 M
Wednesday's Games
las Angeles 5, Hartfccd 4
Pittsbirgh 6,Stlauis 3
Edmonton 7, Toronto 1
Mmesota 1, Buffalo I, be
'Mondays Calanrili
Ion Angeles at Washington
Quebec at Phdadelplua
Wuropeg at Mortreal
Roam at llscago
Detroit at Calgary
N12 Rangers at Colorak.
Friday's Games
Ecknonton at Buffalo
Detroit at Vancouver

NEW YORK
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It was his first
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tournament triumph over one
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who never has won a major

6-2 victory.
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nian in the final set.

Mayer, fifth in points on the

buildup

In other first-day matches,

dispatched

Jose-Luis

Clerc of Argentina

Robinson

owner Bob

Lendl, who last month led
Czechoslovakia
Davis

Cup

to

its

Ivan

pounded

Harold Solomon 6-3, 6-1.
never

really

tonight's sold-out match v. ith

worried

Borg would keep him in the

about not having beaten one of

running for a semifinal berth
on Saturday and a loss by.

the

the big names because until

him, no other team had of-

more I was passed over, the

last year I was never in their

Borg would not be fatal to his

get

fered him even a nibble. For

more I felt that I was right,"

class in•the world rankings,"
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another chance. Now that he

the last two seasons he has

he said.

has, he intends to make the
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-
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- thought
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never
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"I felt that I'd never get
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"You don't even
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when you're ranked 60th.''
Despite McEnroe's crucial
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four-man groups, with the top

vice game until the third set.
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that he
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had sought another
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wrong or so-
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something

against me and had spread it

Olympic Plaza

piano and put his arms around

that saw the NCAA assimilate

he

had

fighting for five days.

divisive

been , the women's athletic movement.
•

"We've got a lot of work to

Lopiano. president of the
Association of Intercollegiate

you fought a good fight and I

Athletics for Women, had led

sure

the fight against the NCAA's

hope

we

can

work

Malan,the facility represenfrom

Pomona-Pitzer

her colleagues

But she and

suffereel...4cJose,
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College in California and a

defeats as the record number

member of the National Col-

of 1,220 delegates adopted by a
razor-thin margin plans to put
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entry into female athletics.

together."
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•The longest acting
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convention

do, Donna," he said. "I think

Free
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Family
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Nasal Spray

ward at the end of an often bitter

woman
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• council was putting his best
and most conciliatory foot forand

Phone 1532380
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Malan walked up to Donna'Lothe

two in each group reaching the
semifinals.

contacted

NCAA Convention
To Remain Historic
MIAMI BEACH

Clerc. The'

"I just felt like evidently I
did something

AP Sports Writer

Mayer won the second-set

Mayer and

me.

ferenge at Candlestick Park

By DOUG TUCK ett

and

Lendl

for most of the match. He had

there that I had problems with

organization

and

paired

problems. Some of the players
just didn't like what I had to

The 45-year-old former star

matches today

Vitas, Connors and Solomon

reason that from the time I

this ball club."

Other
tonight

and

left Cleveland

ago, no one from any other

winner, is

his service was devastating

that, saying, "I

have

Francisco manager. "I feel
like I can bring leadership to

the

double faults in the third set,

denied

day after being named' San

week

for

communication

he

didn't

17 aces and never lost a ser-

until a

$100,000

scheduled for Sunday.

Athletic

Association

women

in

the

Riopan
Plus

association's

Relieves Nasal Sinus
Congestion Without
Drowsiness

governing structure and for
Division I schools to sponsor

1
"

women's championships.
The victors went to great
lengths when the convention
adjourned Wednesday to show
they are not trying to run up
the score.

4-1
"I would like to compliment

Open
9-9
on.-Sat.
and
1-6
Sundays

the MAW women," Bill Flynn
of Boston College said in his
final

remarks

from

the

podium. "They are true professionals.

They

took

their

defeats like champions. We
respect you a great deal."
Then

Flynn

the'

handed

gavel to Jim Frank, the first
black ever elected president of
the powerful sports organtzation.
The convention also elected
John Toner, athletic director

Rex

at the University of Connecticut, as secretary-treasurer.

16 oz.
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everyone to describe this
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convention.
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first

championship.

who lost to Lendl 6-1, 6-0, 6-0 III
the U.S. Open last year.
A victory by McEnroe 111

"I

more openings that

Argenti-

simply overpowered Solomon,

Czechoslovakia

like hands-off.

the

6-2, 4-6, 6-0;
Lendl
of

and

let him go after 22 seasons.

6-3, 6-4;

native crushed

Connors outlasted Argentina's
Guillermo Vilas

After the Cleveland Indians
fired him in 1977, Frank

"The

tenrus'

Borg

around baseball, and it was

But he said that until Giants'

to

tournament

jor leagues since the Indians

AP) -

enabled
the

7-5

match around.

third set en route to a

Most Of Second Choice
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that

break

tiebreaker

is ranked fourth in the world)

Robinson Plans To Make

Prep Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys
Matewan, W.Vu. 50, Belfry 49
Owensboro 53, Hancock Co. 44
Scott Co 92, Frankfort W Hi11s67
•Toarnament
lodsville Invitational
Allen Co. 16, Lou. Male 45
Laurel Co.61,Lou. Iroquois 59
Lex. Bryan Station 75, Lou. Butler 74
Len. Tales Creek 52, Jeffersontown 45
Lou. Central 55, Lou. St Xavier 13
Lou_ Moore 60, Oldham Co 45
Lou. Trinity 61, Lou_ Manual 55
North Hardin 67, Lou. Ballard 55
„Girls
Allen Central 72, Wheelwright 30
East Hardin 49, West Hhardin 33
Harrison Co.61, Nicholas Co. 90

In Wednesday rught's first
round of the eight-man, round

point to them and the history
them.

circuit,

Who split two five-set struggles last year at Wimbledon

Prices Good Thru Jan. 21s6
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Proposition 13's Predictions Yet To Come True
-

C.

A typical homeowner's an- lion 13 "hasn't done a damn shorter library hours, curtailnual property taxes dropped thing" to cut spending ed summer school
programs,
from $900 to about $400, but the because of the surplus, he reduced bus schedules and
the
measure's property tax ceil- spearheaded another voter in- le — have been
imposed
ing of 1 percent of market itiative last year to cut the because of Proposition 13 and
value cut local revenues for state income tax in half.
the other tax cuts.
cities, counties and schools by
Voters rejected the measure
But instead of forcing cuts in
$7 billion annually
as too drastic, but Gov. Ed- state or local government
The state has eased the im- mund Brown Jr. seized on the spending, Proposition 13 has
mediate impact with $5 billion tax revolt and backed a series only slowed the rate of ina year from a treasury of cuts in the state income and crease.
swollen with inflation-fed in- business inventory taxes. He
During the 1970s, local
come and sales tax revenues. also supported new or bigger government spending increasSkyrocketing property values, tax credits for the elderly and ed an average of 10.5 percent a
prompting greater than an- for energy conservation and year. In the first year under
ticipated revenue increases solar energy conversion pro- Proposition 13, local budgets
under the new limits, have jeers.
went up an average of just 1.1
softened the long-term impact
Brown claims those addi- percent, but annual increases
of the tax ceiling.
tional tax cuts have pared the since have been 13.3 percent,
Howard Jarvis, the crusty
total tax bill of Californians 11.7 percent and, in the com77-year-old tax critic who co- another $20 billion beyond that ing year, a projected 5.6 perauthored Proposition 13, says saved since 1978. Independent cent.
he is disgusted with the way
analysts dispute that figure,
Most
government
the state has eased the pinch but it is clearly in excess of $10 economists say the full impact
on local governments.
billion.
of Proposition 13 hasn't been
Complaining that ProposiA few cuts in services — felt yet because of the state's
budget surplus, which runs out
in June, and because of the
rapid turnover of real estate in
California's mobile society.
To guarantee property taxes
stay low, Proposition 13 cut
taxes in half then limited increases in assessed valuation
You can't score points without
to 2 percent annually, so long
aerfecting the fundamentalsas the property is not sold.
things like timing, execution and
But upon sale, a new tax
team work. At Domino's Pizza
we work fast to give our customers
rate is set based on the sale
30 minute delivery that's always
price. Since the average
'ree
California home is re-sold
So give us a call Domino's Pizza
every 5 to 51
/
2 years, property
is the champion of free delivery
tax revenues have been increasing by nearly 13 percent
Our drivers carry less than $1000
'
de ,eservelne -$9,1
annually.
Wea
But the state surplus is now
exhausted. It had ballooned to
more than $5 billion three
years ago as California's computer, aerospace
and
agricultural industries enjoyed boom times.
In the three fiscal years
aince enactment of Proposition 13, the state has been
spending $1.5 billion to $2
billion a year more than it has
been taking in, to help bail out
local governments.
Local schools, for example,
got 50 percent of their funds
from the state before Proposition 13. This school year,
almost 80 percent of the $11.2
•••
billion spent by California's
1,040 local school districts
came from the state.

By DOUG Walls
.Asseciated Press Writer
.sA('RAMENTO, Calif I AP)
Almost three years after
Californians cut their property taxes in half with Proposition 13, neither the promise of
taxpay ers' heaven nor the
predictions of shuttered
schools and bankrupt city
halls has.reme true.
Californians have indeed
saved on taxes - $20 billion
since 1978 — but government
spending is still growing, the
annual $5 billion budget
surplus has vanished and the
pinch on local agencies is just
beginning to be felt.
Proposition 13, a June 1978
ballot initiative which sparked
similar measures across the
nation, slashed property taxes
for California homeowners
and businesses an average 57
percent.
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the Pros
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Only At
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To do this, Brown has proposed that state aid to local
governments - wnich accounts for 75 percent of all
state spending — be cut by
$8 million, about 1.4 percent
of the $17.9 billion the state
gave local governments this

Sq.Yd.

Carpet Choices!
• 5 Lines•78 Popular Colors
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* Trade Your Old Furniture *
In For The Highest Value 4
I On New Home Furnishings I
*

*******************************

Now, even' with state
revenues still growing at a 10
to 12 percent annual rate, the
end of the surplus has forced
at least a one-time cut in the
annual growth rate. State expenditures in the coming year
are limited to an increase of
an estimated 1.7 percent, rising from this fiscal, year's
$24.3 billion to Brown's proposed spending level of $24.6
billion for the year beginning

********************************
*Your Old Furniture Is Worth Big
Savings. Receive Top Trade-In
*Allowances Now!
*********************************
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year
proposed 4.75 percent in- cept that.
"Fur the first tune, the state
At both the state and local creases in welfare grants arid
levels, that pinch is being met 5 percent increases in per- isn't really crying wolf when it
by trying to trim program pupil state school aid. State says there is a shortage of
budgets, rather than laying off employee salaries are yet to money," Chuck Valdes, presimore workers or cutting pro- be negotiated in collective dent of the 100,000-member
California State EmployeeS
grams back any further.
bargaining. but Brown has set
Association said this week.
aside enough funds for raises
Facing an expected 11 per- around 5 percent. And state -The money just isn't there
cent inflation rate, Brown has employees appear ready to ac- State workers will be hurt."
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Former'local Residents Enjoy Riding Trail Bikes

By Sue Bogard
We were native residents of
Kentucky until three years
ago when we moved to Tampa. And the last seven years in
Kentucky, we explored the
outdoors of the Land Between
The Lakes and Shawnee
Forest in Southern Illinois by
trail bike. The only trail riding
you can do in Florida is fast to
stay on top of the sand, so we
soon gave it up after arriving
here.
We graduated to a Honda
750K dressed for touring with
a fairing, saddle bags, trunk
and luggage rack. Now we
were ready for some seriou,s
touring and to see the rest of
Florida. We saw the 1900
Florida Grand Tour advised in
the touring magazines. It was
sponsored by. the Daytona 200
Motorcycle Club and was
AMA sanctioned. We hurrily
sent away for the information
as we had already made plans
for a Florida spring vacation.
There were 20 checkpoints
— 19 we were told — these
usually being a city limit sign,
tourist attraction entrance,
building, etc. For the 20th
checkpoint, it was our choice.
One we would recommend to
be used on the 1981 Florida
Grand Tour. At the checkpoints, we had to make a photo
of the sign, entrace etc. the
motorcycle with the license
plate readable and me — the
buddy rider. We received an
entrance patch and after the
finish we would receive award
pins and AMA, points. The
Grand Tours don't end until
near the end of the year so we
would have several months to
make all the checkpoints.
, Shortly after getting our information, we left for a week's
vacation to Key West. Our
first checkpoint we came to
was the city limits sign of
Belle Glade near Lake
Okeechobee. It was an experience getting the bike near
the sign as the ground was
rocky and slanted the wrong
way. As Gene, my husband,
was positioning the bike, he
lost his balance and over the
bike went. We got the bike
upright, took our picture and
away we rode wondering what
we would be into at the rest of
the checkpoints. At Key West,
the checkpoint was the sign
"the southernest point in the
USA." Then on to the
Everglades National Park Entrance on Hwy. 41. While making the picture here, we noticed several tour buses across
the road at the Mikasuki Indian Restaurant with the
tourists watching us.
Decicing to take a break, we
crossed the road and pulled in-

to the parking lot. Before we
could get our helmets off, our
motorcycle was surrounded
by a crowd. We noticed they
had an accent as we got to taking to them. It turned out they
were Britishers touring
Florida. We spent a very enjoyable half hour discussing
motorcycles and accessories
with one of the "jolly ole
chaps" who owned a motorcycle shop in England.
Others were asking about
Disney World, what a Cypress
tree looked like, etc. Then it
was on to Naples for a city
limit sign and then home.
This had been lots of fun. So
after getting home, we saw the
SCMA Alphabet Tour advertised where we pick our own
checkpoints. This was sponsored by Southern California
Motorcycle
Association.
Again we sent away for information. The rules were we
must take city limits, post office and other public building
that contain the city's name
that began with these letters.
"ENJOY FAMILY MOTORCYCLING TO IT'S FINEST,
JOIN SCM A." This is a total of
42 checkpoints. The checkpoints had to be in at least 10
different counties and five
would have to be out of our
state.
All summer long, when we
were out riding we would
make some of the checkpoints.
If we came to a town with a
letter we needed, we would
stop and take our picture. We
tried to take the picture of the
post office when possible. It
was better proof of the town.
We had discovered all maps
are not accurate and some
small towns on the map do not
even exist. The alphabet tour
took us on rides through the
back roads of Florida through
lots of town and countryside
that tourist seem to by-pass.
A couple of times, we packed our lunch and ate by the
shore of the famous "Swanee
River" or a quiet county park.
Another time after traveling
desolate miles before
reaching a small community,
we enjoyed a break for gas
and snacks at the only "small
old quaint general store." It
was just before sunset and the
neighborhood was gathered on
the benches out front catching
up on the days events. It was
nice to relax away from the
"hustle and bustle" of the
cities and interstates.
We decided to get our out-of
state checkpoints on our trip
a.Mur y, Kentucky, to see
bj-t#
the home folks and our son, Al,
who had just moved back to
Kentucky. Yes, you can move

Domestic New-Car Sales
Tumble 19.8 Percent
By MICHAEL L. GRA CZYK
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (AP)
—
Domestic new-car sales in
early January tumbled 19.8
percent from strong year-ago
figures, according to reports
. Wednesday from the US.
manufacturers. Only Chrysler
Corp, which was offering
rebates, reported a sales improvement.
In their first sales reports of
the new year, the U.S.
automakers said they
delivered an estimated 128,041
cars, compared with 159,628 in
the Jan. 1-10 period a year
ago.
Chrysler, which won approval Wednesday night from
the Chrysler Loan Guarantee
Board for $400 million more in
government loan guarantees,
reported sales rose 4.6 percent,from 15,458 to 16,179.

But General Motors Corp.'s
sales of 81,845 were down 17.2
percent from 98,883; Ford
Motor Co. sales were off 33.1
percent, from 37,271 to 24,930;
Volkswagen of America sales
plummeted 43.3 percent, from
4,388 to 2,487; and American
Motors Corp. sales fell an
estimated 28.3 percent, from
3,628 to 2,600.
AMC, like the importers,
reports sales only on a monthly basis. Its estimate was
provided by industry analysts.
The daily sales rate, 16,005,
was the worst since 1975, when
it plunged to 11,515.
The annual sales rate, the
estimate of sales for the entire
year at the current pace, was
calculated at 7.2 million. Last
month it was 6.1 million. In
January 1980, the best month
of the year for the US. industry, it was 9 million.

Studio West

on a motorcycle — Al carried much flat riding in Florida, it
all his belongings on his 1979 was a treat for us to ride
Kawasaki 650 — and that was around the gorge, up and down
a site
steep grades, and around hairI am the daughter of Mr. pin curves as we descended
and Mrs. M. G. Richardson, down into the canyon. After a
407 South 8th Street, Murray. rest and refreshing cola at the
My motorcycling days begin bottom, we returned to the
in Murray where I rode my main highway and all rode on
brother's
Cushman to Murray.
motorcycle all over town. And
While in Murray, Gene and I
the people sure did look — that rode to the different small post
was before girls took up offices in Calloway County
motorcycling in the late 50's.
taking our pictures and also
Gene is the son of Mrs. getting to see the changes in
our
"old stomping ground."
Mamie Bogard, 230 South 15th
Street, Murray. On the way to We took a ride through the
Murray, we were met by two. Penny community where
brothers and their wives, Mr. ,Gene used to live„The post ofand .Mrs. Bobby J. -Hall and fices we could use were Alino,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack W. Hall, New Concord and Murray. All
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Starke too soon our visit in Murray
Hall of the Penny community. had to end and we had to
Gene had grown up with the return to our jobs in Florida.
brothers "playing cowboys
Some of our motorcyclist
and Indians" and we hadn't friends wanted to go to some
seen Jack in 16 years due to of the Florida tourist attrachis army career.
tions with us. These made
So it was like a reunion when wonderful days sightseeing
they joined us on their 750 after we made our photos such
Hondas. Their motorcycling as the sign at the old jail in the
also started on a Cushman. oldest city - St. Augustine, or
They met us in Fort Payne, the fishing village at Cedar
Ala. Before leaving Fort Key, and Kennedy Space
Payne, we spent the morning Center.
riding around Little River CaThe Florida tour took us as
nyon, which we had all read far away as key West, as far
about recently in one of our northeast as Fernadina Beach
touring magazines. After so to Fort Clinch State Park, as

fat southwest as the city Willits the Florida Grand Tour.
mock, Temple Terrace, In- the 62 checkpoints which totalsign at Naples, as far north- - Well on alid on we rode — to
verness, New Port Richey, ed 4 states and 23 counties.
central as Stephen Foster New Smyrna Beach, JacksonFinally all the pictures were
Eastpoint, Jensen Beach,
Memorial in White Springs, ville Beach,()dee, Yulee,
Oldsmar, Indian Ruck Beach labeled and mailed away for
and the center of the state was
Lakeland, Ybor City, Mt. and many more places as we our completion pins
criss-crossed many times to Dora, Ruskin, Cheifland,
The end had come - but not
covered 16,000 fun-filled miles
the speedway at Daytona Yankeetown, Calloway, In- each weekend dunng the for long I am ready for 1981
Beach, the only place we met tercession City, Gulf Hamtouril
seven months it took to nial•
someone else on the Florida
ifIMP*
•
Grand Tour),
cala,
Gainesville, Circus World at
Haines City, Yeehaw Junt
bun, the singing tower at Lakt.
Wales, Circus Hall of Fame in
Sarasota, the state Capitol
building in Tallahassee, and
Busch Gardens which was at
our backdoor and the last
Florida Checkpoint we made.
But the farthest checkpoint
was all the way across the
panhandle to Pensacola. We
had lust purchased a
backpackers' tent and took a
weekend trip to .Make this
checkpoint camping out and
sleeping on the soft sand.
On one of ourf Sunday rides
to several checkpoints, we
came upon Kissimmee Monument of States. It is a monument erected in 1941 with
native stones from each of the
states and several foreign
countries. After walking
GRAND TOUR — Calloway County natives Sue (above) and Gene Bogard have
around the monument reading
the engravings on each, we - become quite enthusiastic about Grand Tours on motorcycles in recent years. The acdecided this would be the
companying article, written by Sue, tells of their adventures and their visit, by motorcheckpoint of our choice for
cycle of course, to Murray last summer.

ache Ihaek
January
Clearance
Rugged, Go-Anywhere AM/FM Radio

Step-Saving 2-Station
Intercom System/

By Realistic
'

By Realistic

Save
30%
188

1

Olympic Plaza

Save
20%

Reg.

I 16.95

VISA
^-11WPAIMIN

A great "on-the-go" radio
with slide-rule tuning,sidemounted controls, 21
/
2"
speaker, built-in AM and
telescoping FM antennas.
all in a smart, durable case
With earphone and wrist
strap. #12-635 Battery extra

CHARGi
'MOST STORES,

27

Reg.

Phone Answerer with Remote Control
Lets You Hear Your Messages Through
Any Phone!
DuaFoNE. TAD-20 by Radio Shack

The easy way to communicate between rooms and
offices Each station has on..'off volume thumbwheei
control Lock-key for continuous talking. monitoring
Call button "beeps" other station—illuminated
Talk-Bar also serves as a Rightlight. Add extra pairs
for a "whole-house" system Just plug into AC and
talk 543-209

Upgrade Your Workbench!
18-Range Multitester
By Micronta •

Save$30 Save 17%

bilmonaok

95

1495

159.95

Pocket
Remote

Remote Control
for
Playback
and Reset

Stay in ouch at a 190/c savings, Greets callers with your
choice of two announcements (in your own voice)
and records up to 30 messages of 25 seconds each
Built-in condenser mike, pushbutton controls.
message counter Includes cord, modular plug FCC
approved 043-257

etWerw,

Our Most Powerful Programmable
Calculator EC-4000 by Radio Shack

100 N. 6th St. Murray, Ky.

Reg..
17.95

20,000 ohms per volt Range
selector with "off" position. 3
meter. mirrored and color-code,:
scale, output jack With leads
Super addition to any workshop'
Hurry and save' S22-201
Carry Case. 522-154

595

Battery extra

14% Off!
AM/FM Stereo
Clock Radio

OFFERS

ChrOnomatic* -218

Portrait Special

by Realistic

2-8x10's
4-5x 7's

20—Wallets

$1 500
ONLY
$5.00 Deposit Required
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Deposit Refunded

Wed.,Jan. 14- Fri., Jan. 16th
3-6 p.m.& Sat. Jan. 17th 1-6 p.m.

Save $17 98 on the calculator you
can "teach to do your work,
Accepts up to 50 multi-key program steps Over 80 pre-programmed functions Stores up to
150 keystrokes 12-character LED
display Includes programming
guide and batteries #65-650

95

9

Reg
69,95

Start your day in eye-opening stereo or with a
buzzer Features AM. PM and alarm togicators,
59-minute sleep control, high/low dimmer,
snooze, fast/slow time set, stereo headphone
jack Twin side-mounted 3" speakers N12-1526

'Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/hat*Store or Dealer Nearest You
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Defense Attorneys Given
Secret Abscam Probe Memos

'
4`17'

FraaLts Drake

By RICHARD 1.PIENCIAK
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (API - A
Travel and educational matters are favored. You may federal attorney gave defense
meet with romance. Leisure- attorneys secret memos
tune activities should be relating to the Abscam corruption investigation Wednesespecially rewarding.
day, despite a federal proSCORPIO
((kct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV secutor's sharp objection that
A good day to raise capital the action could jeopardize the
for home improvements. Hid- entire probe and that he had
den factors work in your no permission to do so.
favor. Matters concerning
U.S. District Judge George
joint finances are blessed.
C. Pratt, who is considering
SAGITTARIUS
requests from seven Ahsciun
(Nov. 72to Dec. 211
defendants that their convicThe way is clear for good tions be disnussed on grounds
times with dear ones. A party of government
misconduct
should lead to important inand entrapment, sealed all but
troductions. Travel is
three paragraphs of the
beneficial now.
previously secret documents
CAPRICORN
after studying them for an
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
An important career oppor- hour. The contents of those
tunity opens up. Seek ways to paragraphs was not revealed.
Pratt said he was concerned
improve income. Initiative attracts benefits. Success about the "blithe" production
of the memos by Assistant
through work.
U.S. Attorney Edward J.
AQUARIUS
Plaza of New Jersey as well as
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "b"'
Good times in connection the possiblity that their conwith travel are in store for tents might jeopardize other
you. Accept invitations. Act on Abscam wosecutions.
your convictions. Go after
For the most part, Pratt
what you want.
said, the memos were "irrelePISCES
vant" and filled with "oPi(Feb. 19 to MAr.201
Mons by attorneys in New
A private chat proves Jersey."
beneficial. Domestic interests
Plaza had voluntarily turnare favorably highlighted. Put ed the
memos over to defense
home irrurrovernent plans into
attorneys, who told the judge
action.
YOU BORN TODAY are in- they were "dynamite."
Plaza's action was met with
tellectual and analytical. You
naturally gravitate towards an angry response from prothe professions and can com- secutor Thomas Pucci°, who
mercialize your mental gifts. won convictions of four former
Law, teaching, religion and and present congressmen and
science are among the fields three others on Abscam
in which to find success and bribery-conspiracy charges.
happiness. You also have a Pucci° called Plaza a
creative talent and are often "crusader against Abscam.
drawn to music, painting, This gentleman was not intheater and architecture. You vestigating politicians; he was
have executive ability and are investigating the inoften found in government and vestigators."
banking.
Plaza said 'Assistain At-

FOR FRIDAY,JANLARY l,19tll
What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign

are plentiful and love is on
your agenda
CANCER
i June 21 to July 22
You'll enjoy the comforts of
home life now Puttering
about proves fulfilling Luck
in financial and domestic IntereSts.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22
A busy social calendar for
you, with a need to watch
health. Enjoy life without being irrunoclerate. You're lucky
with those dear to you.
VIRGO
Aug. M to Sept. 221
You're willing to work hard
and put in overtime in the service of ambition. Your efforts
will bear fruit. Financial gain
is likely.
LIBRA
.fLri
1Sept 23 toOct. 221 -

ARIES
Mar.21 to Apr. 19
There could
be a
misunderstanding wIth a
superior On the good side,
ou'II enjoy visits with
friends. Romance is in the picture, too.
TAURUS
'Apr. Al to May 20)
career interests move forward now. A raise is possible.
Be alert for new opportunities
to increase income Utilize initiative.
GEMINI
May 21 toJune 201
You're on the go and will
have a good tune gadding
about. Leisure-tune activities

*CA

fl ,g
4,124

tika-

np%,

1144-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ft

ACROSS
1 Sharp
6 Britiard shot
11 - wagon
13 Lawmaking
body
14 Ruthenium
symbol
15 Not suitably
17 Inter rection
18 CIA storerunner
20 Haste
21 Hawaiian
wreath
•
22 Seines..24 As written:
Mus
25 Father- Fr.
26 Occupies •
chair
, 28 Whirlpools
30 Bellow
32 Time period
33 Dealer
35 Geraint s wife
37 War god
38 Chart
40 Burden
42 Half-way
43 Last
45 Obtain
46 Roman numeral
47 Retreats
49 Compass pt
50 Set of games
52 Plunder
54 - pigeon
55 Deadly

note
4 Three Prefix
Answer to Wednesday's Pazzle
5 Vast ages
STEM
TRE
T
6 Pinochle
DM MUM M
term
7 Some
OUDDO CO OD A
8 Continent
MUD MUD
Abbr
MOUDDO DO
9 Guides
MOO MU OD
10 Weird
U OM MU D
12 Licks
DU DM MOD
13 Unwavering
DO UMMOD
16 Mans nick MOD DOM
name
DU
MI DUUDU
19 Mixed
OD DEM UM A
21 Looking
TRY
YAMS
DE •
askance
23 Porticoes
25 Spinet
36 Chaperon
44 Book page
27 Mournful
37 Wrong
47 River Sp
29 Scottish river 39 Young salm- 48 Resort
31 Pardons
on
51 Artificial lan33 Spicier
4 L Metal
guage
34 Hindu queen 43 Sense
53 Pronoun
1

2

3

11

4

5

6

•12

•
id

14

15

5.19
22

611
24

hill
WI

II

III
a

kil
ilia"
. hahi
24

40

44
45
ill
DOWN
.
46
'•••••'
1 Dress protecso
51
S2
tor
iii
2 Reasons
55
3 Guido s low

•_

X C;

Carter Teaches Sunday
School Class Last Time

17

iii

•

HERE'S THE WORLD
FAMOUS LAWYER LEAVING
'HE COURTHOUSE

II

9

16

24

ill

kil

7

13

)erfiki;)

il

as

THE JUDGE CALLED ME A
Ni6MENO6 A BOWYER
AND A SNAFFLER

WASHINGTON .f AP)- -President Carter, in his
farewell appearance as
teacher of the adult Bible
class at First Baptist Church,
advised that "God will understand when you fail."
He cited such traits as
humility,
compassion,
courage and love as qualities

I GUESS THAT'S UAW
'CU 60 TO LAW SCHOOL

One of Jesus final prayers
was to be spared the
crucifixion.

..50 YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU'RE BEA& CALLED'.

40r
0
11:r-

I Al

.

that help overcome "broken
collar bones and election
defeats" and asked,"How can
we expect all of our prayers to
be answered when all of Jesus'
prayers weren't answered?"

Wiley General Philip
Heymann, U.S. Attorney
General Benjanun Civiletti's
first assistant, had given him
permission to turn over the
documents to the 14-meniber
defense team.
But Pucci° said Plaza was
"directly in violation" of
Heymann's instructions. Pucci() said Heymann had given
no one "permission to try and
sabotage and jeopardize
Justice Department cases."
Last week Plaza and
another Justice Department
attorney from New Jersey Robert Weir Jr. - testified
during an Abscam trial that
they believed on one occasion
government front man had
"put words in people's

mouths." They referred to
Mel Weinberg, a convicted
conman who helped EIJI
agents posing as representatives of fake Arab shieks.
Puccio argued that Plaza
and Weir were disenchanted
because outsiders were working on a major case in their
jurisdiction, involving many
New Jersey politicians.
Meanwhile, in Washington,
officials said Wednesday that
the Justice Department has
disciplined seven federal law
enforcement officials for leaking information -to the press
about three undercover operations, including Abscam.
FBI agents in four cities
also were disciplined.
.

Outpouring Of Prayer
Urged Inauguration Day
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
nationwide outpouring of
prayer is being urged on
inauguration day „next
Tuesday, Jan. 20, „ when
Ronald Reagan assumes the
presidency.
Leaders of the effort say
that a million prayer groups
across the country are expected to be meeting that day
in churches, offices, shopping
centers,schools and homes.
The plan is being pushed by
the National Advisory. Committee for Inauguration Day
Prayer, including numerous
evangelists and church
leaders.
-These prayers can affect
the destiny- of the country as

much as the inauguration of
the president," says the Rev.
Jimmy R. Allen, a committee
member and head of the
Southern Baptist Radio and
Television Commission.
Its weekly "Baptist Hour"
radio program on nearly 500
stations is appealing for participation. The committee
coordinating the effort was set
up as an adjunct to organizing
of an evangelism festival in
Kansas City July 27-30.
"It is crucial that we call
our people to prayer," says
Allen of Fort Worth, Texas.
"Not only because the Bible
commands us but because the
times demand it."

At Least-10 Military Men
Killed In Plane Crashes
RAMSTEIN,West Germany
(API - A U.S. Air Force C-130
transport plane crashed in
West Germany Wednesday
and a Phantom F-4D jet
fighter went down in Spain,
killing at least 10 U.S. military
personnel, Air Force officials
reported.
They said eight crewmen
were killed and one was
believed missing after the
four-engined transport plane
slammed into a forest shortly
after takeoff near this air
base.
In Spain, both crewmen
aboard the E-4D were killed
when the jet crashed 60 miies
northeast of Guadalajara, the
Air Force said. One of the victims was identified as Capt.
John M. Rudiger, 31, of

Woodridge, Va. The name of
his co-pilot was withheld pending notification of his family.
No cause was determined
immediately for either crash,
officials said.
The C-130 Hercules, assigned.to the 435th Tactical Airlift
Wing at Rhein-Main air base
near Frankfurt, was on a
"routine training mission to
Norway" when it came down
in a wooded area near an ammunition storage site just northeast of the Ramstein air
base.
da The ammuntion site was not
damaged, and there were no
reported injuries on the
ground.
Spokesmen declined to identify the victims pending
notification of next of kin.
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E ACESTRA G CORN, JR
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SLUGGO,
WHAT
HAPPENED?

SP KE HIT ME ON
THE HEAD---BUT
I'LL FEEL BETTER
IN A MINUT
\r
E)

(

I ALWAYS CARRY
A GET-WELL CARD

By IRA G. CORN JR.
UNITED Feature Syndicate
NORTH
"Imagined woes pain
none the less." -- Heinrich
Heine.

BEETLE,
GO i-lELP
ZERO POUND
T(-i0SE
POSTS

I'LL POLP
THEM,BUT
BE CAREFUL

i- IS
THE ROAST I WAS
PLANINNG

FOR YOUR
DINNER 15
BURNT-TO

COAkE WITH
IRE', LITTLE

TALA
MIX ?
NOTH I NG„
MILK 15
MILK.,
HA HA •

BE SURE ANC>
LET ME KNOW
IF I I-11T YOUR
FlJ&ER'

SOYOU atrONT BE SURPRISED
WHEN "YOU GET HOME

THREW THIS IN spOUR FACE,, WHAT
WOULD IT DO TO wOuR EYES?
,k4s

There seems to be little to
the play of today's unusual
game. Declarer should
always lose one heart, two
diamonds and a club.
However, if declarer takes
the time to give East some
imagined pain, it is surprising what the result might
be,
This gem is from the collection of Jan Wohlin of
Stockholm. In most any
game, his view is that
West's heart jack will be
covered in dummy with
East's ace winning. The
obvious diamond shift will
net two more defensive
winners and now the defenders can wait for their club
trick to send the game one
down.
Wohlin points out that a
wily declarer made his
game by giving East something to think about. Since
the opening lead marked the
heart ace with East, declarer knew that his contract
was safe, if East also held
the diamond ace.
He also knew that, if he
ducked the heart jack
completely, it would cost
nothing since he could later
discard his club loser on the
high heart after relinquishing two heart tricks
The heart jack was
ducked boldly and now East
felt some pain that shouldn't
have been there. He imagined that declarer's duck
was designed to keep him
off lead and he "crossed up"
declarer by going up with
his heart ace (a play that
would be vital if declarer,
had K-x-x in diamonds and a
singleton heart)

1.15-A
•A 10 8 5
V K Q3
*6 4 2
•A K 3
WEST
EAST
•3
•7 2
J 109
11 A 8 7 6 4
•A 9 8 7 5
•Q J 10
•Q 10 96
•J 75
SOUTH
•KQJ964
V52
•K 3
+042

Vulnerable North-South
Dealer North The bidding
North
1 NT

East
Pass

South
4•

West
All pass
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2. Notice

2. Notice

FOR RENT
Uses Power bolt Log
Splitter by day or job
Operator available All
storewood
hardwood
for sale $25.00 per
rick. Call 753-11351

•

While your 1.005 is together •
ropy, the occasion silt 4
plovograpiks from

• CARTER STUDIO
394 KM

753 1291•

b.Lne iaLts lire lure iso the

Palm

•

re

WANT Al)
CLASSIFICATIONS
Lis.ed heir i• d cad,
Trial a.H u,uklp help
se clasuilicaliov yOu age
tor
1 Legal Plaice
2. Notice
3, Card JI Thanks
4 In Memay
5. Lost and Fuuncl
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II, Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sales, trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
It. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
IS. farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
12. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob Horne Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Opts Fut Rent
33. Rooms tor Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. lwestock- SuPPlres
35. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47'. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
Si. Campers
52. Boats ano Motors
53. Senntes Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted -

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS
BILL'S FISH
MARKET

1 , •

BIBLE CALL
Do we really have the
Bible today? - 759-4444.
Bible Story - 759.4445.

Owner Bill Adams

Check
Your .•-.1
Ad --.. . • . .
..-...,,....,.
.. .
;•-•••,..!kg
5,

fr

A

e ...*
• ...... .
I-

Advertisers
are
requested to check the
first insertion of ads forcorrections.
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

1-15-B

•7 2
•A 8 7 6 4
•Q J 10
•J 75
Nord'
I
2V

South
1 NT

ANSWER: Three hearts
Invites game which North will
accept with any hand better
than a minimum
Sena brldge questions to The Are.
CO Box 12343 Dallas Texas 75225
with Dell-addressed, stamped envelop..
tor reply

r

o. I
KY 4
8461

.
731-61
Custom
building,

607 S. 4th
753-9381

will ha
or after
have refe

HODGES TAX SERVICE Is now
preparing income tat returns.
2.7 miles South on 641 759
1425
Looking for a Bargain Try
Mama's Curiosity Shop in liar'din Open Thursday. friday and
Saturday 9 5

5. Lost and Found
REWARD!!
lost: Irish Setter, Cyprus
Kentucky lake development.
Finlay per. Returned, no
questions asked. 436-5149.

Last on 280 East. Pottertown
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet If seen
or found call 753-0736
Lost White German Shepherd,
female, about 75 lbs in Lake
Berkley area Reward offered
$150 for return Call 522-7077,
Gordon ffudson.
Lost Golden Lab, 4 months
old Call 753-5636 or 7533664
Lost Black and tan dog near
. 16th and farmer. no collar
Call 753-6528

6. Help Wanted
Apple Tree School, quality
child care with educational
program. 1503 Stadium Vtew
753-9356, 753-1566

fl
vertisi
in Hi
Pleam
WI

Fresh Ky Lake Catfish,
Boneless Cot, Buffalo.
Open 6 Days A Week, 8
o m.-6 p.m., Retail &
Wholesale

Auto mechanic 5 years ex•
• perience minimum Must have
own tools. Straight commission Benefits available Action
Personnel, 753-6532
Collection Agent Prefer ex
perience in office collection
No travel $600 per month plus
commission and benefits Action Personnel, 7516532
Experienced timber buyer.
Must be able to cruise and buy
standing' timber Send resume
to P0 Box 331, McKenzie, TN
38201
Heating and cooling system service man,'2 years minimum experience. $12-16.000 salary
range plus benefits. Action Personnel. 753-6532
Sales Person, nationwide
travel sell arts and crafts sup.
plies to dealers. Straight cornmiSSiOn
Action Personnel
153-6532_
Texas Oil Company needs
dependable person who can
work without supervision in
Murray Contact customers
Age unimportant, but maturity
is We train. Write DC Dick,
Southwestern
Pres.,
Petroleum, Ft_ Worth, TX
76101

NOW OPEN
WANDA'S BEAUTY SALON
Owner: Wanda Futrell

Open: Monday Through Friday
Saturday by Appointment Only
753-7131
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Bid with Corn

South holds

Help wa
body m
4509

needy /594600

Opening lead Fleait4ack
East shifted quickly to
collect his "three diamond"
tricks; however, declarer
ruffed rudely and declarer's
gambit paid off with a vulnerable game
Sometimes it pays to give
the opponents something to
think about A runaway
imagination might save
your day.

6. He

Job wan
Have goo

1255

Will clea
businessr
sohoolers
reference
2759
Will do
home
reference
Will do t
while yo
reference

fTli
Open you

shop Oft(
denims

$14,850.(
fixtures, i
Open jn
anywhere
tants and
Sue. TOL
- 4780

11. lnsl

Apple Tri
child can
program.
753-9356,
Now tato!
students (

12..Inst

Fantastic
newer mo
call John
M.F.A age
WIN-a
Junk cars.
Want to bi
Call 474-!
after 5 pm

1-57A6
1913 Buf
"Mound".
B.U. One
value Call
Pal
1971 Char
Antique p
Mark IV tv
-5197 oc23
Essex Soyt
tion. 90 pe
- frames. 48'
Nine pier
cookware,
lifetime
Ladies bray
$40. 753-1
New washi
Play pen
chess set.
4530,
Olympus (
case alma
chester Car
30 $250 or
cargo trade
brakes, $7
Call 759-41
Refrigeratoi
311- diarm
5' long, S.
them; Kral
with txtrw
4- diamete
one plumbl
$40, one S
machine,
Tailor' ma
western ;
semstress.
6 pm.

Money Making
Opportunity
If you'd like to pick up an extra $100,
$200 or $300 a week dead easy.
Call Mrs. Glen Platt
901-885-2402
or write
610 S. 5th Street
Union City, Tn.
Become a representative for the
American Auto Club. Its a wonderful
thing for motorists. Its easy to sell and
you'll make a bundle.

SOS C.
polish I
•ta.
Inc ludi
knives
equipr
Lois of

Will
on coni
'4 and :
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6. Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

Help wanted Experienced auto
body man 753-7357 or 1534509

Six church pews, 10
each 753 8895

24 Miscellaneous

31. Apts. For Rent

437Realrstate

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

$35 Used °Niue desks and chairs Iwo bedroom, 2 garages
1974 Caprice 44.000xx Local Heating, refrigeration, oc
Tired of the problems
for sale call or see lames redecorated, unfurnished marcan, all options. 1975 125XLS electrical sepal*
s
of rental property?
Futrell at 753 7668 days or ried couples only, references
Honda 1000xx, like new 153- Refrigeration Serince Hazel
16. Home Furnishings 753-2394 nights Or see at 405 and deposit Call 492 8594
Then call us and see
3942
KY. 498-8310.-m 7511829
what alternatives are
Couch and chair, smooth top S 4th Street
Two bedrOom duplex for rent in
Bobby Lockhart
50. Used Trucks
Paducah firm seeking
available. Coleman
avacado Kenmore stove, 1970 VW Bug parts artificial Northwood Subdivision All ap1978 Dodge Fonerwagow li- 1"11 K S1111141 Rewinal. DO yOu
ressive, ambitious perReal Estate, 753-9898.
avacado frostless refrigerator. stone coal
pliances furnished with washer
stove
chee! drive Phone 437-4311 need stumps removed from
bedroom suite including mat- piano Samsonite patioantique
son to sell nationally ad751.1111110
436 and dryer hookup No pets or
after 5 pm or 753-0556 during your yard or land cleared
tress and box springs white 2333
children Call 753-2965
vertised office equipment
the day
Frigidare washer
stumps' We can reioniwhite
Two
bedroom
furnished
apart
Al
Will
Wood
At
for
sale
436-2758
in Murray-Mayfield area.
Whirlpool dryer All must be
1978 F-250 Ford 4n4. nice Call 'lumps up to 24 below fh,
ment,
near
University
PIOPIIIV MANAGI (NI
Also
L
ground, leaving only saw,.:L,
Please send resume to 'sold' Prices are negotiable Call 1973 Yamaha snowmobile small efficiency apartment
753-3632 or 753-4424
for
753-9864 after 4 pm
and chips Call tor rr,r
Model 433 long track electric girl /533106
Pc. Box 1120 Paducah,
1980
jeep,
Cl-S
Power
steer
estimate Bob Kemp'435 4
We promise you will like it
For sale Antique lion head start tach and, speedometer.
mg
andit
KY 42001 or call 443brakes,
tilt
2500
Two bedroom furnished apart
or Bob Kemp Jr 435 4319
because of its location, outside
Good shape Call 759 1524
dresser Call 435 4429
ment, some utilities paid $150
appeal and inside charm The miles many extras Call 492- Mobile home anchors
8461 or appointment
urh.:.,
.TV-Radio
8824
'
light walnut dining room suite 26per month. 753-8119.
real value is that you can own
pinning, vinyls aluminum n•
with cane trim, drop leaf table For sale Cobra 89 SLR CB with
this 3 bedroom 2 bath home 1912 Jeep C1-5, 6 cylinder 3 fiberglass roofs sealed
Unfurnished
duplex
with
carbuffet, 4 chairs, 2 leaves and. Turner power mike and Starwith pride and know you have speed, lock out hubs, with awnings. alumin
7. Storage1Iils.
port. private area. South •
pads Call 753-0499 after 6 duster antenna Call 492-8604 Kirkwood
Extended 'Call 751. Sure wish I could offer you better advice received the most for your in metal top Call 901-642-6353 single or doubles is
Custom
Built
portable Pm
restment This maybe your
than, 'Try and hang in there, sonny!'"
3343.
753-1873
buildings. Call 753-0984
future home so come see it to- 53. Services Offered
Magic Chef stove harvest gold.
31.
R
Need
ooms
work on your free,
for
MAGNAVOX
Rent
9. Situation Wanted
Alcoa
day
Aluminum
Of vinyl siding
Call Spann
2 years old Call /53-1635 after
Realty
Animal WWI
and trim Aluminum trim for ing pruning shaping
Associates 753-7724
Boys large unfurnished room 43. Real Estate
I will babysit in my home days 5 pm
4.1
3- eFATitate
Greet So•Ings
brick houses Jack Glover 753 plete removal and more
with kitchen facility. 1626
or afternoons Reliable and Maple finish dining table and 6
BOWER'S TREE SERVICE •
,
.....l...030
....
1873
en t.
-Hamilton. Call 753-8572- or
have references, 753-5034.
chairs like new $300 753professional tree care •'5,
and sterees
436-5479.
419--e
PIP141411 & Thunman
Alexander's
Septic
CleanTank
9351
Job wanted, house cleaning.
8536 ajuit
a)
i
Inewronce
IL
ing.
vacuum
cleaned
from
CLAYTON'S
your
34.
Houses
For
Rent
Have good references Call 759- Simmons Hide-a-bed good conpa
driveway, industrial Or residen- Professional
Real Estate
MB Musk
1255
Beautiful, large, 3 bedroom
7;i:11
dition, Call 753-6349
753-122
.111)
2
tial 753-5433 24 hour service paperhanging panel iii
Soutbside
Capri
Sq.
753-1222
duplex with fireplace, stove,
753-7575
inertial
Will clean homes, apartments, 17. Vacuum aeaners.
residerv
or
,
.
Murray, Kentucky
Custom made cabinets music experience Free e
refrigerator, dishwasher, garbusinesses Will also keep preCOUNTRY
HOME
751-4451
S
centers book cases hutches 759-1987
schoolers Call for estimate and Electrolux Sales and Service. Wanted Responsible party to bage disposal No pets 753NEW LISTING0
ON 13 ACRES
..."
-47
,
- "."Reasonable 436-2566
11h
oosozorocoirocozrzor.e.."
references. 753-7958 or 767 Tony Montgomery, 753-6760:
take over payment on color t v. 5791 and 753-2649
COUNTY
Stop' For all your repair nee':'
FOR SALE
2759
Concrete and block work Block roofing,- carpentry plusribiri
19. Farm Equipment Warranty Clayton's 1 & B For rent Spacious 3 bedroom Very attractive 3
OR RENT
Music,
garages,
basementi
753-7575
dnieways.
bedroom brick • home
house in quiet subdivision, 2
Will do baby sitting in my 966 International IH 516 plow,
and electrical work. -look
Located only 7 miles
.Low cost home loan money
walks, patios. steps free morel Call 753-9226 or
only minutes from city
home
Experenced and 4-row AC drill with spray. Call 27. Mobile Home Sales car garage. electric heat and
east of Murray is this
won't
last
long.
For
applicaestimates
Charles
Br
nett.
central
arr. $350 per month
limits. Features ; in9623 Well do your lob 121'0••
references
382-2267
choice property contions, incomes can vary up to
3 Bedrooms. 2 full baths, 1973 plus deposit. Call 753-9436
cluding central heat
• small All work done •
sisting of large rustic
Will do housekeeping in town 4230 John Deere Quad-range, trailer. Call 527-3177 between after 5 pm.
322.500
for
a
five
member
and air, den with
Do all types of plumbing, large satisfaction
home on 13 acres. Also
while you work Have good 998 hours, no cab, one owner. 7.30 AM and 5-00 PM, ask for
family. Give us a call now at
or small lobs all work guar
woodburning
For rent 2 bedroom, unfurnishreferences. -7694.
included are several
loaded with extras_ Sharp' 502- Gary.
753-1492 for information on
fireplace, attached
nanteed 5 years experience
ed, gas heat. near women's
this 10 7/8% interest. Yes. you
barns and outbuildings
COURTNEY SMALL
10. Bus. Op.. unity 435-4520. 1974 Double wide • mobile club" house Couple preferred.
garage, and wooden
753-5360
read right, under 11% on a 25
fenced
and
for
area
Red
home.
belley
Ford
24x36, partially furnish- 759-4401.
ENGINE REPAIR IL
tractor with
backyard
Open your own retail apparel
deck
year term Dial 753-1492 We'll
Electrical, light carpentry.
horses. Owner will
presents a pretty picshop Offer the latest in jeans, Woods mower, single bottom ed or unfurnished. All electric For sale or rent, Two
SAW SHOP Coldhelp you. Century 21 Loretta
plumbing Reasonable Guala,
consider
lease,
leasebedroom
plow
with
Call
436-2532.
baseboard
electric
heat
ture for pleasant livdenims and sportswear_
Jobs, Realtors •
Rt 5. Benton 42025 1-354water, 489-2853.
house newly decorated on 121
option, or sale at
$14.850.00 includes' nventory. .20. Sports Equipment Very easily heated $7500. Coldwater road. Call 489-2775.
ing! Mid $40's. Contact j
reasonable terms.
Phone
1-354-6217
fixtures. etc. Complete store'
the "Home 'Team" at
Phone 753-1222, KopFence sales at Sears now Call Will haut.driveviay white rock
Open Jr1 'as Little as 2 weeks The Pistol People. Invest in a For sale 1980 Mobile home, One bedroom unfurnished
Kopperud Realty, 753perud Realty, for all
Sears,' '753-2310 for free and Ag lime also have any typ,.
anywhere in U.S.A. (Also in- feeling of security., largest 14x60. 2 bedrooms Call 753- home in Coldwater. 489-2267.
1222.
estimate for your needs
the information.
of brown or white pea grave
fants and childrens shop). Call variety, lowest priced, no 0952 for appointment.
Partially furnished -2 bedroom
FINANCING
NEW LISTING
Also do backhoe work La.
Guttering
Sue, TOLL FREE 1-800-874- registration or red tape in Ken- For
by
Sears.
conSears
house,
North
6th.
No
pets.
AVAILABLE
sale. Trailer and lot. Calf
tucky. Country Boy Store. 9
Excellent rental protmous gutters installed per Roger Hudson, 753-4545
4780.
Deposit and lease required.
Save energy and get
miles west of Hopkinsville junc- 759- 1789.
perty half block from
your specifications Call Sears 753-6763.
Call
753-9208
4
after
pm.
BOYD-MAJORS
out of the rut of think11. Instructions
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8-5, 12x65 Furnished, washer,
University includes
753-2310
for tree estimate
Wet basement? We make weI REAL ESTATE
ing formal living
Apple Tree School, quality Sunday 12-5.(502) 885-5914. dryer, air-conditioner, under- Two bedroom, gas heat, 1206
brick home with 2
I
Guttering by Sears. Sears con- basements dry. work completc
753-8080
room. Look at this
pinning and storm straps, good Poplar 753-3508 or 753-1227.
child care with educational 22. Musical
seperate rental units
limos gutters installed per ly guarenteed Call or wr...e
house with a liveable,
program. 1503 Stadium View.
condition. Reduced 474-2342 Two bedroom house on 16th
Professional Serv ice,
plus a garage apartCo your specifications Call Sears Morgan Construction
1978 Baldwin Spinet piano
roomy
"great
Wah
The
Friendly
room"
Toso
h
753-9356, 753-1566.
near
University. $175. Call 753ment. Potential for
Route 2 Box 409A Paducah
75,3-2310 for free estimate.
Spruce sound board, excellent For sale or rent 1973 Moble 6855
for
comfortable
living.
after 530 pm Days call
DESIGNED
KY 42001. or call day or nigh',
good rate of return on
Now taking beginning piano condition $1100. Peavey
Insulation blown in by Sears,
200 home. 12x52, 2 bedrooms, gas 753-6774.
Located on a corner lot
investment. Offered in
1-442-7026
FOR LUXURY
students Call 753-9359.
Watt amp head and cabinet heat, new electric service 50
heating and
these
on
high
save
in an excellent
Brand
new,
4
the low $40's. Phone
with two 14 inch speakers. gallon hot water tank, 500 Three bedroom. home. $225. neighborhood.
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7,53- We do mechanic work.. sirs
12._ I nsurance
This
is
Bedroom, 3 bath,
Kopperud Realty, 753gallon gas tank, half full Call Deposit and references rekind Call-435-4477
$500 Call 753-5889,
2310 for free estimate.
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Fantastic rales on 1975 or
spacious
home,
1222 for all the details.
354-6122
quired No pets Gas heat 753
56.
Free Column.
home with thernewer mobile homes. See or
cypress siding 2 car
First time on market.
•
12 x 60 2 bedrooms, new 8895
Restcoation and cops worS s
mopane windows, cencall Johnny Williams. your
ORGANS
Free puppies' Call 435-4429
many
garage.
So
carpets, washer. he downs, Unfurnished 2 bedroom house trot electric heat
our specialty
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
Annual Sahel
and
•
44. Lots For Sale,
quality features • 57.
economical gas heat Reduced at campus. parking on air. Priced in
Wanted
the $50's
• Flows ••••1•Is •s c•st
•
CARTER STUDIO le
fireplace,
central
elec14. Want To Buy
Tract
of
land
approximately 11
753-9672.
Hamilton Ideal for Univesity through
Would like 'to ,rent F •
E-Z paynomsts
Kopperud
pump,
heat
centric
acres
level cleared. 372 ft. II 104 Mao.
Junk cars. 474-8838.
753.11:98
*4 yew wormoty
pounds for 1980 crop
28: Mob.Home Rents family_ 753-3460
Realty, 711 Main.
tral air conditioning, . frontage rust past Kingswood
492-8996
Want to buy: Used card table.
CLAYTON'S
For rent Trailer. available 1 37. Livestock-Supplies
range, refrigerator,
Subdivision, State Highway
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
month Call 753-8436 after 5 REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
disposal, dishwasher.
JAB Musk
1550. $35,000 firm' Call 703after 5 pm.
pm.
your good mares for 1981 Here's your real escape! Fix"
Large lot. 82,000.
921-1403 after 6 pm.
753-7575
IDEAL
15. Articles For Sale
2- bedroom trailer, very clean. breeding season. Three city congestion and taxes. Ea',
46. Homeg For Sale
stallions 753-6126
commuting lust one mile fix"
COMBINATION
225 L. P. Miller St.
1913 Bufflo nickle type I Fm sale Peavey 4.00 series approximately 2''; miles on
Country Estate for sale or rent.
city
bedroom
limits.
c,..
This
3
Acreage,
BA%
I
Across From Community Center
-Mound" stick original -gem bass amp. Excellent condition. 641 South. No pets. 753-8436 38. Pets-Supplies
Reasonable
terms.
Livestock
frnrguarantees
mat
freedom
Home,Benxi
B.U. One half current retail $500 Call 759-4572 ask for after 5 pm_
AKC German Shepherd pup- the early morning squeeze r,
facilities. Garden. fruit trees.
Open Hours
Almost
new
3
value. Call 753-3132 after 630 Deryl or Dixon
Two bedroom, new carpet-oew pies, solid black and black and the
436-2333.
three in the ,hathroorns
B.V.
bath
bedroom,
2
Mon.
&
Tues. 7:30.12:30'
PrFF
furniture,
washer
dryer,
and
Must se11.6 month old console
silver (502)554-2153.
May We suggest your dialing
Must sell' 3 bedroom. 1 bath
home with double
1971 Charger, good condition; piano, yours for paying off natural gas heat. may be seen AKC registered Boston Teitier 753;1492 for your showing of
Closed
Wednesday
home
with
a
large
Under
lot.
garage, large 5-stall
Antique piano baby: Selmer. balance or taking up monthly at Shady Oaks.
F.H.A. approved loan Call 759puppies. Have nice marking. this home? CENTURY 21 LoretSat. 8:30-12:30
Thurs.,
Fri.
EL
stock
elecwith
barn
Marti IV tenor sax. (615) 232- payments. 753-7575.
Two bechom trailer, $60 per Call 753-7438.
ta Jobs Realtors
4784.
tric lights and water.6
'5197 oc232-6505.
month, located on Ledbetter
23. Exterminatin
Dog obedience classes_ AKC
level acres lone acre
Newly decorated home with
Road. Phone 354-6144.
Essex Soybean seed germinaGerman Shepherds and AKC
pool. Parklane Drive
in oak treesi, fenced
3
MEOW REM ry, Mt.
tion, 90 perserve stand, picture
Two bedroom trailer, complete- Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
rim loses, uor• I 1,0
bedrooms. 2 baths inside and 1
for horses. House has
sorvoo Moo
ALL BUGS CALL
_Mos
frames. 489-2180 or 489-2181.
b.ro.
taw',
ly furnished, very nice. $150 436-2858.
bath pool side, large eat-in kitmany quality features
FARMS 110,1115
per month Calf 753-8964 after Four
chen living room den or dinNine piece Royal PreStige
- entry foyer, den with
registered Irish setter
BUSINESSES
CIAU
5
ing ro6m, abundant closet
cookware, stainless steel,
fireplace
! heat-o
puppies. $50.00 each. Call
LAKE AND RKREATIONAl
lifetime j guarantee, $175.
lator i many spaciousb space immediate occupancy.
PROPERTY
489-2133 or 489-2769.
30.
Business
Rental
For appointment 'call 753KeNey's Termite
Ladies brown fur coat; size 14.
Listings needed! Offices
closets, economical
For sale. Blue tick cook hound
$40. 753-1235.
Coast to Coast. Buyers
heat pump. Only 3 8064.
& Pest Control
Mini
puppies. UKC registered Call
from
E.erywhere.
miles from city on
Two bedroom brick house in
New washing machine. $200:
Piano 733-3914
753-9860.
Warehouse
.
"free" Catalog.
county on 19 acres 217:000
paved road, restricted
Play Pen $20-. hand crafted
Storey* Space
40. Produce
firm Call 435-4193
'
chess set. $150. Call 753area. Owners leaving
STROUT REALTY
24. Miscellaneous
For Rent
Florige grapefruit, tree ripened, Pt
loop. Inky,
4530.
your Two bedroom house in Stella
state,
loss
their
1211Cold.•••••
special
$3.95
half
bushel
bag. Pt
753-47SS
gain. In 70's,
borrow Ar
with •carport. good lot and
Olympus 0M-10 50mm lens. Firewood, 18-24" seasoned,
Call 436-2516.
garden. $15,800. $2000 down
753-0186
Owner wBl finance. Low low interest rate. Call
case almost new, $200. Win- mixed hardwoods, $25 per
Pt
435
balance monthly at 11% Will
43. Real Estate
chester Canadain Gentenial 30- rick, delivered. Call 753-8536. 32. Apts. For Rent
4176.
753-8080
consider can truck or wha"
30 $250 or make offer. 16 loot Firewood, 'seasoned oak and Apartments for rent, near Need down payment? let us
have you in trade. Call 489
cargo trailer, twin axle electric hickory, 18". 24". Chainsaws downtown Murray. 753-4109.
show you how you can pur-__Ak_
2595
brakes. $750 or make offer.- repaired, sharpened. Tree Apartment
3 blocks off cam- chase this 3 bedroom brick
Call 759-4104
priced in the $30's Call us for
removal. 489-2327. 489-2853. pus. Call 753-8644.
47. Motorcycles
your showing as there is no
Refrigerator $40; bar clamps. For sale: 5.hp air compressor.
10511 1 Must sell' 1975 Kawasak,
'Furnished one bedroom Apart- sign in the yard It's your
move
3Ii" diameter. 614" diameter. Call Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
motorcycle Will take best of
12th Skeet
ment $80 per month. New Con- and you'll win. Dial
753-1492
5' long. $40 for all nine of
fer Call 753-9413
cord Call 436-2427
Firewood,
cut
length,
any
mostat
153-80M
CENTURY
21
Loretta lobs
them, Kraftsman wood lathe
ly oak and hickory, $22.50 Furnished 1 bedroom apart- Realtors.
1978 Yamaha IT-250E. goor,
with extras. $250. one Auger
delivered.
489-2492
or
753condition, low mileage Call
ment
for
rent.
Close
Univerto
4" diameter by 10' long, $351
753-1419
sity Available February 1st.
13 Acres of good farm
one plumbers heat burner pot, 4157
American Midlands
$40. one Smith Corona adding Firewood for sale. $25 a rick. Call after 3 pm. 753-7418
land, well constructed
of Tennessee., Inc.
49.
Used
Cars'
Call
machine, $35. Call 489-2613.
474-8005 after 4 pm.
3 bedroom house with
Furnished apartment for rent.
1973
Regal.
Buick
engine
350
full basement located
Tailor' made clothing and Portible well driller. Drills 4" living room bedroom combinasport wheels, $795 Call 753
well, has 3 hp electric motor. tion. large kitchen. $150 per
only Vs miles from
western wear by expert
9710
Can be powered by gasoline month all utilities paid Small
town.
Owner
must
We're banking on you, America, with
semstress Call 436 2329 after
OWNER'S LIFT STATE
motor Call 753-5913 after 7 deposit required Phone 753sell!
6 pm
Close in - 3 B.R. home, newly decorated and carpeted,
pm.
3132 after 6 pm. •
FOR SALE
electric heat, (over 1700 sq ft. of living area).3 bedroom home on 80
4Qualified 'pplicants to American Midlands
Furnished apartment. water
,situated on a 2 acre wooded lot. large living rooA,
1969
Carnage, 1970
acres,
full
dry
baseInc. can receive assistance for:
and sewer furnished Close to
country
kitchen,
convenient to shopping, restaurants,
Chrysler Newport. Call
Ment, central heat and
hospital Call 753-1450
!$ Farm Purchases
Fisher-Price. In 30's
after 6:30 p.m. 753air; completely
$ Livestock and Machinery
New 2.3 bedroom apartments,
remodeled.
0193.
33
acres
SOS Coldwater ltd., Advassced Tire building al 5
central 'heat, air-conditioned.
$ Farm Refinance
tendable
bottom
land,
points la Marguy, KT. Saturday, laarragy 17, 10:MI
fireplace, stove, refrigerator,
$ Conversion from short term
40 acres of good
SAL
appliances. 2 blocks from cam1914 Gouger XR-7 62.00€'
to long term
timber. Priced for
Included in items to be sold will be pocket
pus 753-5791. 753-2649
original miles, good condition
quick sale.
Leasing
$
knives, tools, jewelry, furniture, TV's, office
Call 753-0828
.Private garage apartment, 2
towel Imo4_row
equipment, tires, and lots of miscellaneous.
MINIMUM: $150,000
ILL...
113-1115
bedrooms. stove and
1977
Camaro
good condition
Lots of new items.
.loolso sa,. in-loss
refrigerator
furnished,
1974 Cutlass Supreme 753
ClEAN-118 SNOP
751./114
carpeted. newly decorated,
To Consign items to sell call
1864
4 sto11,-block and brick, cleon-up shop Like new Clif
Ill II/A
central gas No pets Couple
compressor. Located on Hwy: 641 S. at Midway. Oflop A Alamo Or*
1965 Mustang V8 automatic
only $200 plus deposit Call
502445-7149 er
(In Nebraska call 402/334-51001
fered at a borgoin price for quick sole. Call today!
with new rebuilt engine, $750
753-2835
.
SO24654467
Call 753-2913
Morray-Calle way
American Midlands, Inc.
AFTER OFFICE HOURS
Two bedroom Apartment at
1970 Nova, good condition, low
County noolty
2945 S 132nd St.• Omaha. NE 68144
Will be open all day Friday to accept items
Embassy Apts Call 753-4331
Mereiber NAFCO
Warren Shropshire 753-8211 Awes Moody 753-9036
mileage, power steering Cali
(502)753-1146
on consignment. Will also hove sales on Jon. • or 753-3530 after 5 pm
Barbara Erwin 753-4136
)4U I Mit
Reuben Moody 753-9036 436-56E4 after 5
With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas.
ond 31.
Two bedroom furnished apart
Norm,ay.41571
P.S. Nook 753 7387
Homer MiNer 753 7519
1979 0-bird, T-top, red, loaded
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxvtle
ment torrent Cell 753-8298
$5495 753 9710

n

HORN BUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

BoyDAAJORs
REM ESTATE

AGRICULTURAL LOANS

CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
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Carter Will Negotiate
Up To Reagan's Day

DEATHS & FUNERAMT-71
Rites Are Friday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Whitlow
Final rites tor Mrs urval
iCordie) Whitlow of Almo
Route 1 will be held Friday at
2p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Heyward Roberts officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Whitlow, 76. died
Wednesday at 9:50 a.m, at her
home.
She is survived by her husband, Orval; three sisters —
Mrs. Pearl Short, Murray,
Mrs. Anna Sammons, Las
Vegas, Nev., and Mrs. Oranell
Mohler, Columbus, Ohio;
three brothers —. Bryan
Staples, Kirksey, Wilson
Staples, Haubstabt, Ind., and
Zack B. Staples, Tucson, Ariz.

Mrs. Pickard Dies
At The Age Of 91;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. Jimmie Ann Pickard.
widow of Ernest Pickard, died
Tuesday at 3:15 p.m. at the
Mills Manor Nursing Horne,
Mayfield. She was 91 years of
age.
The deceased, a resident of
209 C,enfral Avenue, Mayfield,
was a retired employee of the
Merit Clothing Company.
Mrs. Pickard is survived
'by,
one daughter, Mrs. Rupert
Ray, Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Bert McClure, Hickman.
and Mrs. Mattie Shaw. St.
Louis, Mo.; half sister, Mrs.
Roxie Lamb, Murray,: one
brother, Harry McClure,
Palmersville, Tenn.; two
grandchildren; six great
grandchildren; two great
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being ,heid today at 2 p.m. at the 'chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with William Hardison officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Joe Morris, Athel McClure,
Byron McClure, Raymond
Pickard, Grover McCaslin,
and David McClure. Burial
will follow in the Highland
Park Cemetery there.

Arlin Paschall Is
Dead At Age Of 89;
Rites, North Fork
Arlin Paschall died today at
6 a.m. at the Puryear Nursing
Home. He was 89 years of age
and a resident of Route 2,
Puryear, Tenn.
The deceased was a
member and deacon of the
North Fork Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by
his wife, Mrs. Cammilis
Wicker Paschall, and a
daughter. Mrs. Elisha I Joy
Ann) Orr. Born Sept. 8, 1891,
he was the ton of the late John
Samuel Paschall and Winnie
Elizabeth Story Paschall.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Adolphus
iRevai Paschall, -Route 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; two sons,
Hildred Paschall and his wife,
Ethel Mae,and Othel Paschall
and his wife, Maurine, Hazel
Route 1; five grandchildren;
12 great grandchildren; two
great great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Friday at 2 p.m. at the North
Fork Baptist Church.
Active pallbearers will be
Gerald Paschall, Max
Paschall, ' Lodey Mallory,
Charles Guthrie, Jerry
Shekell, and Donnie Paschall.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Fred Orr, Ed Crowder, Ruben
Fletcher, Morris Jenkins,
Rick ie Orr, Carnol Boyd,
Enloe Tarkington, and Tell
Orr.
Burial will follow in' the
Paschall Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call after 3 p.m.
today 5Thursday 5.

Lonnie Nelson's
Funeral Services
To Be On Friday

Funeral services for Lonnie
Nelson will be held Friday at
11 a.m, at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Treva
Merrell officiating.
Pallbearers 'will be Tommy,
Jerry, and David Nelson,
Clyde Wimberly, Robert
Villareal, and Danny Hart.
Burial will follow in the Travis
Chapel Cemetery in Weakley
CountyjesrageiwitiroftveFriends may call at the
funeral home.
liJUISVILLE, Ky. AP - USDA Cattle 150; slaughter and feeder classes '
Mr. Nelson, 70, a resident of
steady;
1107 Mulberry, Murray, died
Slaughter cows utility 41.00:46.50; 4-5
heiferettes 49.40: cutter 3940-41.50.
Wednesday at 4:45 a.m, at the
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1035-1780 lb 55.00
Murray-Calloway
County
60.00; Na 246.00-3509;
Hospital.
Slaughter calves and vealers than,
200.275 lb vealers 70.00-75.00; pnme
He is survived by seven
8500,
daughters — Mrs. Janice DunSlaughter calves untested; feeder
steers 389 lb 71.25; 740 lb 67.30; 1-2 4ncan, Miss Gina Nelson, and
d:oiling bull calves 340-500 lb 6275-6773,
Miss Shelia Nelson, all of Mur500-645 lb 60.00-69.50; heifers 275-400 lb
58.00-61 25: 500-550 lb 57 00-62 75; 300-620
ray, Mrs. Ruby Tyler, Ortonlb 52 03-57.00.
ville, Mich., Mrs. Dorothy
Hogs 400; barrows an's( gilts 75-1.25
Grubbs and Mrs. Brenda
higher; 1-2 225-245 lb 42.
245-260
lb 42.40-42.55; 235-0 lb 41 90-42.40. 250Gregory, Chicago, Ill., and
260 lb 41.25-41 W. 2-3 225-260 lb 40.09
Mrs. Elisa Davis, Zion, Ill.;
41.25; -260-335 lb 37100-39.50; sows over
three sons — David Nelson,
450 lb 1.00 lower; under 450 lb poorly
tested; 1-2 450-500 Id 38.50-40.00; 580-615
Chicago, Ill., and Jerry and
IL, 40 5040.75; boars over 290 lb 3425Tommy Nelson, Murray; 14
36 50. under 290Ib 30.25-13 25;
Sheep 25; untested
grandchildren.

Livestock Market

West
Side

Newell Bell Dies
At Local Hospital
With Rites Today

19RICETS

Newell (Pete ) Bell died
Tuesday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 71 years of age and was
retired from the Henry County
Highway Department, Paris,
Tenn.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Reva Nell Ainley Bell,
Paris, Tenn.; daughter, Mrs.
Lois Norwood, Huntingdon,
Tenn.; two sons, Ronnie Bell,
PurYear, Tenn., and Kerry
Lynn Bell, Paris, Tenn.;
sister, Mrs. Harley Turner,
and brother, Thelma W. Bell,
both of Cottage Grove, Tenn.
The funeral is being held today at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel
of the McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Rose Lawn
Memorial Gardens there.

State Colleges Are Segregated

By BETTY ANNE WILLIAMS day. It called for the state's students before 1954. The
Associated Press Writer
university system boards of three traditionally white inWASHINGTON AP) — The regents to commit themselves stitutions enroll nearly 99 perEducation Department today to equal opportunity goals. cent of the white students in
notified Missouri and Ken- Most of the institutions within the state system. The departtilcky that their state- the system already have ment said the racial identity
supported colleges still con- detailed plans for recruiting assigned to the schools by law
tain vestiges of un- and retaining black and
before a landmark 1954
constitutional segregation.
Hispanic students,she said.
Supreme Court decision conBut in one of the most closeIn addition, the Texas tinues to be evident.
watched Southern
ly
Legislative Budget Board has
Department officials urged
desegregation cases pending decided to create a .20 million the states to voluntarily draft
before the department, of- Educational Excellence Fund plans for *completing the
ficials told Texas that a plan as a first step toward desegregation process. They
submitted to end segregation strengthening two traditional- could face a loss of millions of
in its state colleges was provi- ly black institutions in the dollars in federal funds unless
sionally acceptable.
state.
some satisfactory plan is subThe department sent the
"Although additional steps mitted and executed. No exact
notifications to the governors remain to be taken, by taking monetary estimates were
of the three states in response this initiative and adopting in- available.
to a Dec. 17 court order from a' novative programs and
The Supreme Court ih 1954
U.S. district judge. The order policies, the state of Texas has struck down the separate but
was issued in the case of laid the foundation for a Con- equal doctrine which had been
Adams v. Hufstedler, which structive and cooperative used to keep black and white
has been pending for 10 years.
relationship between the pupils apart in Southern
Assistant Education federal and the state govern- school systems. The departSecretary Cynthia G. Brown", ments." Ms. Brown said in a ment's actions also are taken
who heads the civil rights divi- statement.
to enforce Title VI of the 1964
,„.
sion, said Texas Attorney
Both MissOtiri and Kentucky Civil Rights Act which pro-.
General Mark
White have made Substantial pro- hibits discrimination in
transmitted the state's plan to gress toward desegregation in federally financed programs
the department on Wednes- their college systems, ,Ms. on the basis of race.
Brown said.
But in Missouri black
students and faculty members
were found to be underrepresented at the University
'''''.111111186allfhbia, the
The Murray Area .Voca- University of Missouri at
tional Education Center will
Rolla and Southeast Missouri
begin a Small Engine Repair State University. This underclass on Feb. 2 at 6:30 p.m. representation contributes to
The class will be held on Mon- identifying the schools as
day and Wednesday from 6:30 traditionally white inp.m.-9:30p.m. for six weeks.
stitutions, the department's
The fundamentals of small
review said.
engine repair will be taught.
In Kentucky more than oneActual work will be done on fourth of the
black
lawn mowers,tiller's, etc. The
undergraduate students attenregistration fee will 'be $5.00 ding four-year public colleges
and a book must be purchas- are enrolled at the only ined.
stitution established for black
To register, call the Murray
Area Vocational Education
Center at 753-1870 between the
Prices of stocks of local interest at II
hours of 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. a m local tune today,furnished by First
of Michigan Corp.. of Murray.
The class is limited to the first
Industrial Avecoge
. -094'
15 people.
...
Air Products

Open Fridays
MI 8:30 P.M.

inauguration, said, "I think there is
reason to be optirrustic I think we all
are."
The latest US. proposals, outluung
an installment plan for returning Iran's
frozen assets, have been under study in
Iran since Jan. 2.
Deputy Secretary of State Warren
Christopher has been in Algiers for the
past week answering Iranian questions
about the offer.
The questions, officials said, indicate
Iran believes the American terms are a
reasonable basis for negotiations.
Moreover, there has been no hint thus
far that hardline Iranian clerics, many
of whom oppose any compromise with
Washington, will attempt to scutUe the
negotiations.
The major source of encouragement
Wednesday was the Iranian Parliament's approval of an emergency bill
authorizing a third country, probably
Algeria, to arbitrate financial dif- I ferences between the United States and
Iran

Committee
Endorses Haig
As Secretary
WASHINGTON (API — The Senate
Foreign Relations Committee today
overwhelmingly endorsed Alexander
M. Haig as secretary of state in the
wake of five days of grilling in which he
vowed "steely-eyed" toughness with
the Soviets and no vestige of Watergate
abuses.
The panel cleared Haig, 15-2, as even
most initially skeptical Democrats —
one of whom said he now thinks the
retired general could be "truly great"
at the State Department, joined the
Repliblican majority in a call for unity,
in America's foreign policy. The action
followed the the most exhaustive hearings in modern times over a secretary
of state-designate, and sends the
nomination by President-elect Ronald
Reagan to the full Senate for confirmation.
Only Sens. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md.,
and Paul Tsongas, D-Mass., voted
against the recommendation. "I just
cannot in good conscience support this
nomination," said Sarbanes. Tsongas
agreed, but said "God gave this man
much. It is up to him to write this upcoming chapter in American history in
a way that will honor us

Small Engine Class
To Begin At Area
.lizational Ger.
,

Stock Market

Hog Market
Court
Square

LIONS INFORMATION — Lion foe Pat James, past
district governor of 43K and member of the local Lions
Club, presented a program of Lions Information at the
regular meeting of the Murray Lions Club on Tuesday
evening. Out-of-town guests at the meeting were Charles
Hillman, deputy district governor of Region 1-43K, 12
other Lions from the Concord Club in McCracken County
and Lion Joe Thompson, secretary of the Hazel club. The
Murray Lions Club meets on second and fourth Tuesday
evenings at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.

By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON API — The Carter
administration, encouraged that a
breakthrough may be imminent in the
long hostage stalemate, says it is willing to negotiate with Iran right up to the
day Ronald Reagan takes office.
Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie
said Wednesday that Friday won't be
the deadline after all for Iran to reach
an agreement with the outgoing administration.
"The real deadline is the 20th, not the
16th," Muskie said, referring to Jan. 20,
the date Reagan will be inaugurated as
president.
•
And President Carter, in his farewell
address to the nation Wednesday night,
vowed to spend his last days in office
trying to bring the 52 hostages home.
"I will continue as I have during the
past 14 months to work and pray for the
lives and the well-being of the
American hostages held in Iran,"
Carter said. "I can't predict yet what
will happen."
Presidential press secretary Jody
Powell said today that there are hopeful
signs. But he added:
"The hopeful signs ... have been there
before. Unfortunately, always before,
they've never led to anything productive."
Powell, asked on ABC-TV's Good
Morning America about the possibility
that Islamic hardliners in Iran could
"shoot things down," replied that
"there are all sorts of possibilities,
most of them bad."
The State Department, after 14 months of refusing to characterize prospects for a settlement, issued a
guardedly optimistic statement
Wednesday for the second day in a row.
Muskie, in Augusta, Maine, when
asked about the status of negotiations,
said,"Oh, yes, there's been pfogress."
Muskie said the issue hinges on
whether the amount of 'Iranian assets
the United States can make immediately available to Iran is sufficient and
"whether or not we can pill in motion a
procedure for clearing the remainder."
Other officials have said if a
breakthrough is near on Inauguration
Day, they assume Reagan simply will
pick up where Carter left off. Reagan
has said he will review all options if he
inherits the crisis.
The president-elect, asked about the
hostage situation as he arrived in
• Washington on Wednesday to await his

Federal-State Market News Service
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Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 854 Est 550 Barrows &
7544.00 higher Sows steady to $109
higher some $150 higher most advance
on wts over 500
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
$41.08-41.50
some 41.75
US 2 210-250 lbs
140.75-41.25
US 2-3240-26011w
$40.25-40.75
US 2-4 250-270 I bs
13925-4025
Sows
US 1.2 270-350 lbs.
132.00.34,09
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
133.003500
US 1-3450-300 lbs
. ..
$35 00-37 00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.
137.4638.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
232.00-1300
Boars 30 09.31 00
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Correction
aesinviiit

Chevrolet

There was a mistake in Parker's grocery ad
that ran yesterday. It should have read. . .

IP •

-0 —

"line.

Bush's

Great Northern Beans
Pinto Beans

5.

1979 Cougar.

3

White, red
vinyl roof, white interior
lots of ox5ros App 36.000 miles

$4977.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
Keen (hot Grew (,M Fooling
/51 All
641 Soion
Chevrolet

om sown

ivLo wars
roles PORTS
I

AEZir A:=nr

Cans $

Bush's

Hominy
Spaghetti

$100
Cons

We are Sorry for any inconvenience.

Buy the first gallon of Spred Latex Flat Wall
Paint for 12.99 per gallon and get the
second gallon of the same paint for only

